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0 I n addition to the usual hordes of Mexicans
in southern Arizona, I notice the presence of
many more colored folk. When I wanted to
drive over the border to pick up some medicine not obtainable in the United States, a
friend who knows what's what became quite
agitated and made me promise not to go
alone. There is a feeling here that Mexico's
state of unrest is increasing. The economy, despite enormous infusions of gringo cash, continues to worsen. Some form of uprising may
be in the offing. Certainly more and more
tourists are being robbed and subjected to all
sorts of violence.
190

0 USDA proposals to reduce pathogens i n
meat by treating i t with anti-microbial solutions and chilling i t to 40° are being protested
by Orthodox Jews, who shout that these processes would compromise the kosher salting
process. No doubt continued protests and
pressure will result i n the proposals being
scrapped, making i t possible for the pests to
continue to proliferate. The microscopic ones,
that is.
297

0 A 22-year-old Bavarian girlfriend cheered
me up one day by mentioning that i n spite of
all the propaganda in the German school system, she never believed all the guff about Jews
being completely innocent victims who never
did anything unethical. She says she remembers hearing her grandfather talk about usurious Jews who owned the local banks and
showed up with foreclosure papers at farms
that had been in Bavarian families for generations.
883

0 The other day a 28-year-old schwartze employed at a Washington (DC) fastfood restaurant murdered three of his co-workerslco-
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racialists execution-style when they inconveniently appeared on ihe scene as'he was ransacking the eatery for money. When the killer
was being led away by D.C.'s finest, the bereaved remnant chose to hold a candlelight
vigil in front of the blood-spattered sandwich
shop. A candlelight vigil for what, one might
reasonably ask. Hardly to mark the fact of a
triple murder. Bloody three-baggers in these
hellishly darkening days of D.C.'s decline are
as common as alley cats on a midnight prowl.
Hardly to mark the eclipse of communal morality i n minority neighborhoods, morality and
minority being intellectual polar opposites on
such turf. The only explanation for the line-up
of black mammas bearing Christian candles
would be regret that none of the victims was
white.
220

0 One reason I haven't joined a Majorityactivist group is that all too often you run into
situations where members do nothing but rat
on each other and squabble about ideological
purity.
910

0 If, as i t appears from the Afro response to
the 0.1. trial, blacks have no faith i n the white
man's system of justice, why not withdraw the
police from minority neighborhoods altogether, assigning them instead to the world which
we inhabit. Most likely, the crime rate would
not go up in the black neck of the woods.
(How could it?) I t might just fall where we
camp out.
682

0 A people lied to by their leaders, disenfranchized by a false theory of racial equality and bereft of a racial future, whites linger
on in the purple shadows of their past greatness, taking solace only in the spirit of what
was once, turning their heads away from what
is now, and refusing to contemplate what is
sure to be.
310
There is absolutely no denying the uniqueness of lnstauration each month as it provides
the unfettered truth to a white public otherwise bamboozled by a Chosen elite. This lone
beacon projects its light into a very dark night
of disinformation, standing as the last intellectual bulwark against the swillery of Hillary
and her New Yorkery bosom companions.
662

0 Political pundits opine that recognition of

Wilmot Robertson, editor

Vietnam is good. Time for "closure," time to
forgive and forget is healthy, they say. However, there is one historical event to which
that rule is forbidden to apply, one wound
which must be kept forever raw.
710
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coming out with stories and films featuring
heroines, not heroes. No one can deny that
women often perform heroic acts i n traditionally male fields, acts for which they have not
received sufficient attention and notoriety.

But unfortunately much of the new femaleoriented fare goes beyond simply telling the
story of an outstanding woman professional or
human being. All too often feminism introduces an unnatural role-reversal element, wherein the male exhibits traditional female nurturi n g and compassionate qualities while the
female takes on aggressive, physical masculine
traits.
973

0 As plans for an elaborate Washington rnemorial commemorating Franklin Roosevelt
take shape, discussions proceed apace as how
best to portray him without his wheelchair.
Many older Americans, aware of his connivances with the British to involve America i n
WWII, would prefer that no monument be
erected i n his honor. If, however, his admirers
insist on a monument, i t should be based on
the famous shot taken during the Yalta Conference i n which our sick, sick leader is seated
between brandy-besotted Churchill and mass
murderer Stalin, as the threesome smilingly
agreed to hand over half of Europe to Communist brutalitarianism.
010

0 Thirty years ago, Senator Pat Moynihan (DNY) was attacked as a racist for criticizing the
deterioration of the black family. I t didn't prevent him from eventually becoming a respected and reelected senator. Had he chosen to
criticize a certain other group, he would probably be tending bar i n some Irish saloon i n
Queens.
83 1

0 Christianity, when i t came to the Roman
world, brought with i t the Dark Ages, a period
of 500 years known for civil confusion and
cultural disintegration. Religion, i t would
seem, had no more power to perform miracles
then than i t has now. Churches are built i n
neighborhoods destined for decline and decay,
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but instead of preserving the virtues of the
people, clergymen, like everybody else, are
dragged down to the level of barbarians.
Once-proud churches, with all their neoGothic finery, are boarded up and abandoned.
The divine music of Palestrina and Bach gives
way to jungle gyrations, and stately hymns become demonic yells and screeches-patterns
of behavior that could have arisen only in the
region of the Congo.
98 1

0 The Chosen often lament how they are disappearing from the scene by intermarriage
with Gentiles. "So why worry," they tell us.
"Pretty soon we'll all gone." I'll believe i t
when Isee it.
116

0 Pages 7-10 of Instauration's August issue
were particularly welcome, because they
were free of crude references to mud people
or Jews. I t was therefore possible to cut them
out, duplicate them and send them on to waverers.
995

0 Until very recently i t was forbidden to disparage black intelligence, criticize immigration or oppose affirmative action. All that is
changing with amazing speed. Let's hope some
other sacred cows may be on the way to the
slaughterhouse.
915

I really never knew just how racist Iwas until I looked around my house. Hanging on my
walls Ihave copies of an English village scene,
the cathedral at Cologne, the Danube at Ulm,
Botticelli's Venus, several Renoirs, including
the Girl with the Mandolin, Ruben's portrait
of his daughter, blue eyes and all, Vermeerfs
Dutch Girl with Blue Headdress, a detail of
Leonardo showing the face of a Nordic angel
and various other portraits and photographs,
all reflecting Europe's distinctive high culture.
A Negroid or other alien countenance would
just not be at home in m y home.
984

want to throw out of Israel. I t is everyone who
is not a Jew. Once they get rid of the Muslims,
i t will be the Christians' turn. Deep i n their
hearts Jews condemn Jesus as an impostor,
while Muslims respect him as a messenger of
God. If the Christians had any sense, they
wouldn't continue to hammer nails into the
coffin of their religion by supporting Israel
against Islam. For God's (or Allah's) sake, pick
up an English translation of the Koran and see
how many times Jesus is mentioned i n a favorable light. Count how many times the Koran
instructs Muslims to follow the teachings of
Jesus.
522

0 lnstaurationists should all work for the reelection of Bill Clinton. He has done more
than anyone else to get the fence-sitters on
our side. His reelection will ensure the destruction of this corrupt multicultural nightmare. M y race is my religion. M y religion is
my race. My race is my nation. I look forward
to the day of the rope.
805

0 A recent CNN talking-head panel on fertility focused on doctors who had stolen human
eggs. Three of the panelists were Jewesses,
two of them bottle blondes, as was the sole
'Gentile. They were outraged that the eggs
most i n demand were those from blue-eyed
blondes. The fourth panelist, loathsome "sexexpert" Dr. Ruth, called i t pure Nazism. I
would've liked to ask the two "blonde" panelists: Why do you dye your hair that color, i f
being blonde is so despicable?
044
Q: What's the difference between actor
Christopher Reeve and O.J.?
A: O.J. will walk.
330

0 We need a magazine that is somewhere be-

ed the the city's darkening with horror. In 20
years the population changed from practically
all white to all black. Present nose count:
25,000 blacks, 5,000 whites. Last year we
managed to escape to a rural area in New
York State, where we were able to resume our
normal civilized lives. We don't have to lock
our doors any more. In Orange, even locking
the doors didn't help. We were burglarized
anyway.
137

tween Chronicles and Instauration, not afraid
to broach racial topics, with a lot more graphic appeal than either of these pubs (art, cartoons, humor pieces) and targeting a much
younger, more cosmopolitan crowd. I f I had
the time, I'd start i t myself. We need a race
magazine that's fun to read.
110

and weirdly bleached black, i t still seems possible that his costly settlement over the L.A.
dentist's son arose from a shakedown scam by
the father. Once a leftist gossip columnist i n
the Washington Post, Lois Romano let i t out
that the victimized boy was Jewish. Was he
victimized more by the Negro poof or by his
own father?
208

0 Anybody with an ounce of insight can realize that i t is not the Palestinians that Jews

0 Punctuality has no meaning to Mexicans.
Next week or month, who cares? It's impossible to have a modern society when you don't
care about the difference between the big and
little hands of a clock.
440

0 lnstaurationists should take heart that Peter
Thanks, Jesse! Every time you whine on TV
about how much whites owe blacks, opposition to affirmative action ratchets up another
notch.
420

0 We used to live in Orange (NJ) and watch-

0 Granted that Michael Jackson is a perverted

happened to millions of Russians majorityites
in the Jewish-inspired 1917 Bolshevik Revolution. Unfortunately, most whites don't have
the foggiest notion of what occurred in these
countries. It's the kind of knowledge seldom
taught i n any of our schools or colleges.
48 1

0 Is wearing a beanie while soliciting campaign contributions a violation of separation
of church and state? Jews are a "religionw
when exercising their civil liberties, but are
magically transformed into a secular "nation
within a nation" when participating i n somebody else's political system.
472

0 Why are so many whites working for their
own dispossession? Don't they realize what
will happen when they are no longer i n the
driver's seat? If they studied the history of
Haiti, they might understand what happens
when blacks gain control. I f whites knew the
history of Russia, they might understand what

Brimelow's book, Alien Nation, has some
hope of being widely circulated throughout
the English-speakingworld. The London Times
saw fit to publish extracts on two successive
days. Hitherto any book daring to touch on the
subject, such as The Dispossessed Majority,
has been given the silent treatment by the media throughout West.
Australian subscriber

0 I hold no brief for Senator Packwood or for
his despicable behavior. But news of his expulsion (forced resignation) from the Senate triggered the memory of an event that occurred a
little over 25 years ago. I believe i t took place
in Massachusetts, mmmmm, somewhere called Chappaquiddick. The Senate wasn't quite
so fastidious i n those days!
190

0 M y suggestion for the next national holiday-September 4. Why this date? That's the
day William Kunstler died.
75 2
0 Mark Fuhrman's fate will depend on the nation's remembering how he came about his racial o p i n i o n e b y spending 18 years of his life
keeping the minorities of L.A. from throttling
the rest of the city.
923

0 Mark Fuhrman used the "N" word and, boy,
did the defecation hit the fan! Big deal! Isn't i t
a f a d that blacks often call their brothers the
"N" word? Policemen are constantly called
that infamous, unprintable 12-letter "M"
word. What's so evil about the "N" word
spoken i n private vs. the "M" word publicly
screamed i n your face? I f you were a cop who
had the "M" word yelled at you for hours at a
time, wouldn't you ever be justified in using
the "N" word at least i n private?
902

I knew of a cop who spent 20 years guarding the white citizenry of the District of Columbia from its darker folk. During his career
he witnessed the disembowelment of his longtime partner by a black motorist who objected, with the aid of a sawed-off shotgun, to a
traffic citation. The cop lived through the
death of five other of his police academy
classmates, as well as the dissolution of endless marriages among his cohorts, due primarily to the stress and strain caused by policing
the unpoliceable. He learned to walk his beat
with his holstered service revolver i n the
ready-to-fire position. Following retirement,
the poor fellow committed suicide.
220

Finally an honest overview of U.S. crime statistics

Screaming Numbers
*More than 1,600 whites are
murdered by blacks each year.

*Some 27 million nonviolent crimes were committed in
the U.S. in 1992 alone. 31% of
*Blacks murder whites at 18 the robberies involved black oftimes the rate whites murder fenders and white victims; on1
2% white offenders and blac
blacks.
victims.
@About1 million whites were
murdered, robbed, assaulted or
*1.3 million of the 6.6 million violent crimes committed
raped by blacks in 1992.
in the U.S. each year are inter*In the last 30 years, 170 racial.
million violent and nonviolent
crimes were committed by
*In the past 20 years violent
blacks against whites in the crimes increased four times
faster than the population.
U.S.

1:

*Blacks under 18 are more
Between 1964 and 1994
than 12 times more likely to be more than 45,000 eople were
arrested for murder than whites killed in interracia murders in
of the same age.
the U.S., com ared to 58,000
Americans kil ed in Vietnam
*Some 90% of the victims and 38,000 in Korea.
of race crimes are whites.
The above stats were collected by an Australian reporter,

/'

I'

*Blacks commit 7.5 times
more violent interracial crimes
than whites, although they
comprise only one-seventh of
the white population.

Neil Sheehan, who dug out half-concealed U.S. crime figures for
an article in the Sydney Morning Herald (May 2, 1995). The contents of his article, he commented, could not possibly & published or discussed in the U.S. mainstream media. One wonders
how many whites have to be killed by blacks before the N.Y.
Times and Dan Rather break the conspiratorial silence about the
number of white casualties in the guerrilla war being waged
against them by blacks.
As an addendum to the statistics given above, a newJustice
Dept. crime report raised the estimated number of rapes and attempted rapes each year to 310,000, still far short of the 683,000
annkal rapes reported in a 1992 study sponsored by the Senate
Judiciav Committee. As might be expected, the race of the r a p
ists was not given. Based o n the huge disproportion of blacks in
violent crime, it is fair to say that blacks are raping or attempting
to rape at least 100,000 white women a year.

On a per capita basis blacks
commit50 timesmore violent
crimes than whites.
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Until Dr. Weiss's bullet laid him low

Huey Long Was a Good Bet -forthe Presidency
n 1893, Huey Pierce Long Jr. was born in Winnfield
(LA), the seventh of nine children. His father was a
member of the American Socialist Party, which at that
time restricted Negroes from membership. "My father and
my mother favored the Union," the senior Long told a
journalist in 1935.
Why not?They didn't have slaves. They didn't even have
decent land. The rich folks had all the land and all the
slaves-why, their women didn't even comb their hair.
They'd sooner speak to a nigger than to a poor white.
Life under the Southern white oligarchy provoked unplumbed depths of resentment in Huey's father.
There wants to be a revolution, seen it for 70 years. What
do these rich folks care for the poor man?They care nothing-not for his pain, his sickness, his death. . . .Maybe
you're surprised to hear me talk like that. Well, i t was just
such talk that my boy was raised under.
"From my earliest recollection," the junior Long recalled, "I hated the farm work. . . .Rising before the sun,
we toiled until dark, after that we did nothing except eat
supper, listen to the whippoorwills, and go to bed." A
highly intelligent child and avid reader, Huey attended
church regularly, spending his free moments in the local
printing office.
In 1910, when he was 17, Huey's debating talent won
him a scholarship to Louisiana State University. Lacking
money for books and living expenses, he put his gift for
gab to other uses and became a traveling salesman. He
sold furniture, soap, groceries, patient medicines for
"women's sickness" and a vegetable shortening product
called Cottolene. As part of his Cottolene sales pitch, he
organized cooking contests. The winner in Shreveport was
a pretty girl named Rose McConnell. In 1912, Huey spent
a few months at the University of Oklahoma Law School,
"the happiest days of my life." When the session ended,
he returned to the road. In 1913 he married Rose. The
next year, with a few hundred dollars in the bank and a
loan from his brother, Julius, Long entered Tulane Law
School in New Orleans. Studying 16 to 18 hours a day, he
completed a three-year course in eight months. He then
talked the Louisiana Chief Justice into giving him a special
bar examination. In May 1915, at age 21, Huey Long was
sworn in as an attorney.
The fledgling lawyer used a small anteroom over the
Winnfield bank as an office. The shoe store next door
agreed to take his telephone calls. He put his three law
books on a white pine-top table, where a 50Qtin sign proclaimed "Huey P. Long, Lawyer." Shortly after beginning
his legal career, he appeared before a legislative commit-

tee to plead for better workmen's compensation laws. Instead of supporting him, most state senators laughed at the
fervent young lobbyist. From that time on, he developed a
distinct dislike of most political officeholders.
Huey sat out WWI. "I did not go," he explained, "because I was not mad at anyone over there." Since he was a
notary public, he was ablk to claim draft exemption as a
state official. When State Senator S.J. Harper, an elderly
Winnfield socialist, was indicted by a federal grand jury
for writing a book warning that profiteers would take advantage of the war, Long, his attorney, won an acqu~ttal.
Under Harper's tutelage, Huey wrote a letter published in
the New Orleans Item (March 1, 1918) under the headline, "Thinks Wealth Should be More Evenly distributed."
He argued that 2% of the people owned 70% of the
wealth, that the rich were growing richer and the poor
poorer, and that inequality of educational opportunity was
widening the gap between classes. "With wealth concentrating, ;asses-bkcoming
defined," he concluded, "there is

Huey's boyhood home in Winnfield circa 1907

not the opportunity for Christian uplift and education and
cannot be until there is more reform. That is the problem
the good people of this country must consider."
Huey embarked on a career as the people's champion.
There being no prescribed minimum age limit to hold the
office of state Railroad Commissioner, the 25-year-old political climber announced his bid for the job, which he
managed to get by assailing giant corporations like Standard Oil for controlling the state. During the next nine
years on the Railroad Commission, and its successor the
Public Service Commission, Huey seized every opportunity to dramatize himself as the foe of the oil companies, the
telephone company, the utilities and the railroads. His
shrewd and persistent attacks put the companies on the
defensive and succeeded in getting them to lower rates.
In 1924, Huey, barely 31, ran for governor and lost.
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Four years later he ran again, borrowing William Jennings
Bryan's catchy electioneering slogan, "Every Man a King,
but No Man Wears a Crown." Campaigning vigorously
around the state, he spoke at dusty crossroads and in
shaded courthouse squares, his voice raucous, his arms
pumping up and down, his seersucker suit stained with
sweat. Then as later, his followers consisted largely of
middle- and lower-class Anglo-Saxons and Cermansself-employed farmers, shopkeepers and artisans, traditionally nonpolitical citizens jolted out of their apathy by
the shock of economic collapse. When Huey went after
the political and financial oligarchy with unsparing personal abuse, the ordinary folks shouted, "Pour it on 'em,
Huey! Pour it on 'em." The wealthy bewailed his uncouthness, his vituperation and his lack of dignity, but Long
could care less. "This state's full of sapsucker, hill billy and
Cajun relatives of mine and there ain't enough dignity in
the bunch to keep a chigger still long enough to go brush
his hair!" In 1928, at age 35, Huey Long was elected governor of Louisiana.
As governor, Huey launched his reforms with characteristic vigor. When the legislature balked, he appeared in
person at the statehouse to cajole, threaten and browbeat.
He treated state senators and representatives with unconcealed contempt, bullying through laws with total confidence. He called political office holders "dime-a-dozen
punks," whom he could buy and sell "like a sack of potatoes." The story goes that one political enemy shoved a
volume before the governor and remarked, "Maybe
you've heard of this book. It's the Constitution of the State
of Louisiana." Huey is supposed to have retorted, "I'm the
Constitution around here now."
It was while serving as governor that Huey acquired
the nickname "Kingfish." In the ribbing that-took place
around the Executive Mansion, he began calling one of
his aides, '"Brother Crawford," a character in the popular
Amos 'n' Andy radio show. In return Long was called
"Kingfish," the head of Amos and Andy's lodge, The Mystic Knights of the Sea. When someone questioned his right
to be present at a meeting of the Highway Commission,
the governor commented, "I looked around at the little
fishes present and said, 'I'm the Kingfish.'" The nickname
stuck.
In 1929, Huey called a special session of the legislature to impose an occupational tax of 5~ a barrel on refined crude oil. Standard O i l viewed the tax as a fatal
precedent. The oligarchs, as he called them, saw their
power crumbling away before the pile-driving onslaught
of a redneck revolutionary. Unsuccessful in their attempts
to buy Long, they decided to bury him. A scatter-gun indictment accused the governor of virtually every impeachable act except drunkenness. The charges even included
plotting the assassination of a political opponent. Huey
fought back savagely, going directly to the people to bring
pressure on the State Senate. He was finally able to persuade enough senators to cite technical objections to the
indictment thereby denying the opposition the required
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two-thirds majority to impeach. The close call deepened
Huey's loathing of the super-wealthy and their bought politicians. He said later, "I used to try and get things done by
saying 'please.' That didn't work and now I'm a dynamiter. I dynamite 'em out of my path."
The Kingfish turned out to be an efficient administrator.
His intelligence, disapproving journalist Raymond Moley
admitted, was an instrument such as is given to few men.
Arguing the case for seating his challenged, hand-picked
Louisiana delegates at the 1932 Democratic presidential
convention, he displayed a disciplined and razor-keen political finesse. Senator and future Vice President, Alben
Barkley, frustrated by Huey's maneuvers, damned him
with faint praise, "You are the smartest lunatic I ever saw
in my life!"
During his four years as governor, Long initiated a vast
public works project of new highways, roads and bridges,
increased appropriations for education from primary

Newlyweds Huey and Rose

school through university and upgraded public health programs to include free hospital services, all while maintaining a balanced budget and reducing property taxes. The
money came from taxing the big corporations, especially
his archenemy, Standard Oil.

Senatorial Days
Huey moved to complete the humiliation of his opponents in 1930, when he announced his candidacy for the
U.S. Senate to succeed J.E. Randall, who had held the seat
since 1913. At the same time, he made it clear he would
not resign as governor until he had served out his full
term. The crowds that gathered to hear him heard what
most Louisianans had long felt but were unable to express.
He was their idol-themselves as they would like to be,
free, articulate and fearless. After a turbulent campaign,
their man won easily. The country boy from the red slopes
and loblolly pines of Winn Parish was now on the national
stage.
As he had promised, Huey served out his full term as
governor, a tactic which ensured that his annointed successor, O.K. Allen, was elected to replace him. One day

late in January 1932, the Republican leader in the Senate,
Jim Watson of Indiana, was standing on the floor when
someone dealt him a smashing blow to the chest and expostulated, "Jim, I want to get acquainted with you!" The
shaken Watson replied, "Who in the hell are you?" "I,"
came the answer, "am Huey Long." The junior senator
from Louisiana, a year late, was there to claim his seat.
From the start, Long violated almost every rule of the
senatorial club. Instead of relapsing into the decorous silence expected of a first-termer, he expanded vociferously
on every topic under the sun. From the desk where John
C. Calhoun had once sat, wearing white flannels, pink
necktie and orange kerchief or some other "inappropriate"
attire, the Kingfish made it clear he could hardly have a
lower opinion of the legislature which regarded itself as
the greatest deliberating body on earth. The more revered
and respected the senator, the more Huey needled and
tormented him.
Long preached, more or less correctly, that less than
1% of the people owned 60% of the country's wealth,
while 4% owned 90%. He also stated 90% of the people

Huey Long working the networks

could not pay all their debts and were technically bankrupt. To counteract the average citizen's financial plight,
in 1932 he introduced a Share Our Wealth congressional
resolution that proposed levying a graduated tax on all annual income over $1 million and all inheritance over $5
million. When JosephT. Robinson, the Senate Democratic
leader, refused to back the resolution, Long called for new
party leadership and dramatically resigned all his committee assignments, using his free time to make numerous radio addresses and speeches before Congress in support of
his Share Our Wealth plan. In his speeches he constantly
invoked the names of the Rockefellers, Morgans, Baruchs,
Vanderbilts and other multimillionaires as the cause of the
country's economic woes.
Huey's Share Our Wealth idea was so popular that
politicians nationwide signed on. In 1932, running for reelection, Herbert Hoover said at his party's convention in
Madison Square Garden, "My conception of America is a
land where men and women may walk in ordered liberty,
where they may enjoy the advantages of wealth, not con-

centrated in the hands of a few, but diffused through the
lives of all." Hoover's Democratic opponent, Franklin Roosevelt declared at his party's convention in Chicago that,
"Throughout the Nation, men and women, forgotten in the
political philosophy of the government for the last years,
look to us for guidance and for a more equitable opportunity to share in the distribution of the national wealth."
Long, nominally a Democrat, as were all successful
Southern politicians of the period, originally opposed
Roosevelt as the 1932 Democratic presidential candidate.
He preferred A1 Smith. But Senator George Norris brought
him around, after Roosevelt gave Huey his personal guarantee that, if elected, he would reduce the bloated fortunes of the rich. Long played an important role in organizing Southern support for Roosevelt, although deeply
suspicious of some of Roosevelt's associates. A day or two
before the inauguration, Huey came to Moley's room at
the Mayflower Hotel, kicked open the door, chewed on an
apple and said pugnaciously, "I don't like you and your
goddamned banker friends!" (After Huey left, Moley found
a senator hiding in the bathroom.) During the first 100
days of Roosevelt's presidency Long's suspicions steadily
mounted. In May he denounced the administration for being controlled by the same banking clique that had controlled Hoover: "[Wlhat is the use of heming and hawing?
We know who is running things."
"You might refer to Theodore Roosevelt as 'Roosevelt
the Great,"' Long said in a speech before Congress, "and
in order to distinguish one of these Roosevelts from the
other, we ought to refer to this Franklin Delano Roosevelt
as 'Roosevelt the Little.' lnstead of his promise, the only
remedy that Mr. Roosevelt has prescribed is to borrow
money and to go further into debt."
When he learned of Roosevelt's proposed Social Security program, which was financed not by general revenue,
but by a system of intergenerational transfers from workers
through payroll taxes, the Kingfish declared: "[Tlhe poor
people who get relief will pay for it. In other words, a poor
wage earner will be allowed to help his aged father or
mother and take away a little more from his wife and children. Ain't that grand!"
Early in Roosevelt's first term, Huey said to a group in
the Senate cloakroom:
Men, it will not be long until there will be a mob assembling here to hang Senators from the rafters of the Senate. I
have to determine whether I will stay here and be hung
with you, or go out and lead the mob.
"That statement," Senator Richard B. Russell reported
later, "evoked very little laughter."
In January 1934, Long formally announced the establishment of the Share Our Wealth Society. He warned adherents that they should be
prepared for the slurs and snickers of some high ups. . . .Be
on your guard for some smart-aleck tool of the interests to
come in and ask questions. . . .To hell with the ridicule of
the wise street-corner politicians!
INSTAURATION-OCTOBER
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The Share Our Wealth Society was informal and loosely
organized. Membership figures are not precise. By any
standard, however, the general public response to Long
was enormous. His offices received more than 7.5 million
supportive letters and postcards, this at a time when the
population of the nation was not much more than onethird of what it is today.
The Share Our Wealth program had a seven-point
agenda: (1) Every deserving family should be furnished by
the government a homestead allowance, free of debt, of
not less than one-third the average family wealth of the
country; (2) The fortunes of the oligarchy must be reduced
so that no one person shall own more than a few million
dollars; (3) Pensions for persons over 60 who did not earn
over a set amount in a year and who did not possess more
than a set amount in cash and property, thereby removing
from the field of labor in times of unemployment those
who have contributed their share to the public service; (4)
Limit the hours of work to 30 hours a week, 11 months a
year to such an extent as to prevent overproduction and to
give the workers of America some share in the recreations,
conveniences and luxuries of life; (5) Balance agricultural
production with what can be sold and consumed; (6) Care
for the veterans of our wars; (7) Children of ability should
be ~rovidedwith the wherewithal for a college education.
'HOW was all this to be paid for? The fortuGes of the oligarchy should be reduced "so that no one person shall
own more than a few million dollars a person."
Huey often quoted the Bible to support his Share Our
Wealth plan, as well as Pope Pius, Ralph Waldo Emerson,
Plato, the Covenant of the Pilgrims and Theodore Roosevelt: 'We must pay equal attention to the distribution of
prosperity. The only prosperity worth having is that which
affects the mass of people." He also quoted James Madison: 'We are free today substantially, but the day will
come when our Republic will be an impossibility. It will
be an impossibility because wealth will be concentrated
in the hands of a few." He praised Daniel Webster for saying:
The freest government, if it could exist, would not be long
acceptable if the tendencies of the law were to create a
rapid accumulation of property in few hands and to render
the great mass of the population dependent. Universal suffrage, for example, could not long exist in a community
where there was a great inequality of property.
In a debate with Huey, Norman Thomas, America's
leading socialist, argued for the traditional socialist program of democratic control of the means of production in
opposition to Long's program of redistribution of wealth
through taxation. Prophetically the Long-Thomas debate
anticipated the subsequent historical differences of philosophies and programs of, on the one hand, the extensive
nationalization of basic industries and, on the other,
Long's view that almost all industries should be left in private hands, but highly regulated and appropriately taxed.
Huey's Bible-brandishing, extemporaneous countrydrummer speaking style, with intentional bad grammar,
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rustic anecdotes, often presented in coarse language, appalled the Northeastern university-educated "intellectuals"
of the Roosevelt administration, as well as the hired guns
of the mainstream media, who described Huey as a wild,
ignorant, uncouth, ruthless, demented Southern redneck
hillbilly and cracker. Long may have been a back-country
rustic in appearance and speech, but he was a hillbilly
with a grandiose vision.
H.G. Wells said that Huey reminded him of "a Winston Churchill who has never been at Harrow." A foreign
journalist, Rebecca West, wrote, "He is the most formidable kind of brer fox, the self-abnegating kind that will profess ignorance, who will check his dignity with his hat if
he can serve his plans by buffoonery."
Despite all the negatives thrown at their leader, Huey's
supporters continued to sing:
Ev'ry man a king, ev'ry man a king
For you can be a millionaire
But there's something belonging to others.
There's enough for a l l the people to share.
When it's sunny June or December too,
Or in the winter time or spring
There'll be peace without end
Ev'ry neighbor a friend
With ev'ry man a king.

As time passed, Senator Long and a large component
of the general public looked upon the Share Our Wealth
program as a building block for a third party. Democrats
and Republicans, Huey said, reminded him of the patentmedicine vendor with two bottles, one marked High. Popalorum, the other Low Popalorum. When asked the difference, the vendor explained that Low Popalorum was
made by taking the bark off the tree from the ground up
and High Popalorum was made by taking the bark off the
tree from the top down. "[Tlhese days the only difference
between the two party leaders in Congress that I can see is
that the Republican leaders are skinning the people from
the ankle up, and the Democratic leaders are taking off the
hide from the ear down. Skin 'em up or skin 'emu down,
but skin 'em."
One day in the Senate, Huey told off the Democrats:
"You aren't even trying to legislate. You've thrown up the
sponge. You've turned your powers and duties over to the
[Henry] Wallaces, the Tugwells and the Richbergs." He
then crossed over to the Republican side of the chamber
and continued his finger-pointing: "When the New Deal
blows up, you old mossback Republicans need not think
you'll get the country back. It won't go to you, and it
won't go to those Democrats over there."
According to Raymond Daniell, who covered Huey for
the N.Y. Times, the Kingfish believed in the Share Our
Wealth program "with all his heart" and had no doubt that
he would eventually win the presidency. The question was,
would it be in 1936 or 1940. He told one reporter that he
planned to destroy both major parties, organize his own
party and serve four terms. His hero was Frederick the Great:

He was the greatest son of a bitch who ever lived. "You
can't take Vienna, Your Majesty. The world won't stand
for it," his nitwit ambassadors said. "The hell I can't," said
old Fred, "my soldiers will take Vienna and my professors
at Heidelberg will explain the reason why!" Hell, I've got
a university down in Louisiana that cost me $1 5 million,
that can tell you why I do like I do.
As the 74th Congress gathered for its first session in
January 1935, the Democratic Party controlled the presidency and both houses of Congress, the latter by wide majorities. Yet all of Roosevelt's alphabet programs had failed to bring about economic recovery. The 1934 national
income of $48.6 billion was still $1 0 billion under that of
the depression year 1931, nearly $40 billion below that of
1929. In January 1935 the income of urban consumers
was running about 13% below what it had been in the
same month in 1929. Cash income of farmers was about
28% under the 1929 figure. Some 10 million personsalmost 20% of the labor force-were still out of jobs.
Instead of being concerned with the country's economic situation, Roosevelt often went far afield. O n january 16, 1935, he sent the Senate a special message advocating America's adherence to the World Court. The
isolationist block, led by Huey, Hiram Johnson and William E. Borah, attacked the plan. The controversy quickly
spread from the Senate to the nation. The Hearst newspapers, Father Charles Coughlin, the Detroit-based radio
priest, and author and folk humorist, Will Rogers, all
rushed to the support of the America Firsters. Letters and
telegrams streamed into Washington i n unprecedented
numbers-over 50,000 in all. Roosevelt was forced to
give ground. By the end of January, the President was
ready to accept formulas for conditional adherence which
he had rejected two weeks earlier. But it was too late. O n
January29 the administration could only muster 52 votesseven less than the two-thirds required.
The Senate, stimulated by its success, proceeded almost immediately to assert its independence of the President on other issues. The works relief bill provided the
next opportunity. With Huey in the lead, rebellious Democrats tacked on an amendment opposed by the White
House providing for prevailing wages on public works
projects. When the Senate adopted it on February 23, the
N.Y. Times commented that Roosevelt's "legislative program was thrown into a state of confusion bordering on
chaos."
As early as August 1932, Roosevelt had called Huey
Long one of the two most dangerous men in America, Father Charles Coughlin being the other. When he was unable to "bring him around," as he termed it, Roosevelt unleashed a multiple-point attack against Long. He renewed
federal investigations of Long's Louisiana activities begun
under the Hoover administration. "Get all your agents
back on the Louisiana job. Start the investigation of Huey
Long," Secretary of Treasury Henry Morgenthau Jr. told Elmer Irey, chief of the Treasury Department's Intelligence
Unit. Today, Long's critics make much of statements at-

tributed to Huey's debauched brother, Earl-the peer of
Billy Carter and Roger Clinton-but more than five years
of investigation produced no evidence to warrant a federal
indictment. Roosevelt also went to the length of suspending WPA projects in Louisiana and having federal patronage jobs i n Louisiana given to Huey's enemies. Felix
Frankfurter proposed a congressional investigation of Long,
but fellow congressmen refused to go along.
To the dismay of the oligarchy in Louisiana, Huey continued to control state politics, flying back and forth between Washington and Baton Rouge. The state legislature
was wholly under Huey's domination. At one time it rammed through 44 bills i n 22 minutes, as the Kingfish
roamed the floor, waving aside objections. Poll taxes were
abolished. Exemptions for the poor from a general property tax were passed, along with a debt moratorium and new
levies against big corporations.
O n September 9, 1935, Huey Long was shot in the
abdomen with a .32 caliber automatic pistol as he walked
through the Capital Building following a legislative session. His assassin, Carl A. Weisst* a Jewish booster of
Roosevelt, was shot and killed by Long's bodyguards as he
prepared to fire again. Despite his name, the media
claimed the assassin wasn't Jewish.
As he was rushed away in an ambulance, Huey, who
did not know Weiss, asked, "I wonder why he shot me?"
While thousands of people gathered outside the hospital,
for 30 hours he struggled for his life. After a major operation and five transfusions, as he floated in and out of consciousness, he pleaded, "Oh Lord, don't let me die, for I
have a few more things to accomplish." Early in the morning of September 10, a dozen days past his 42nd birthday,
his heart stopped.
For two days his body in the Louisiana State House
was viewed by more than 100,000 people. O n September
12, with the strains of Every Man A King transposed to a
minor key and played as a dirge, Huey "Kingfish" Long
was buried on the front lawn of the State Capital. At the
grave site, Rev. Gerald L.K. Smith, Huey's chief aide in the
Share Our Wealth movement, intoned:
This place marks not the resting place of Huey P. Long, it
marks only the burial ground for his body. His spirit shall
never rest as long as hungry bodies cry for food, as long as
lean human frames stand naked, as long as homeless
wretches haunt this land of plenty.
Casting a side glance at Huey's critics, Smith concluded,
"He was the Stradivarius, whose notes rose in competition
with jealous drums, envious tom-toms. His was the unfinished symphony."
Huey and others had foreseen his assassination. Early
in 1934, Mason Spencer, a Louisiana legislative foe, sent
Huey a solemn warning:
I am not gifted with second sight. Nor did I see a spot of
blood on the moon last night. But I can see blood on the
polished floor of this Capitol. For if you ride this thing
through, you will travel with the white horse of death.
INSTAURATION-OCTOBER
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Shortly before his death, Huey read into the Senate
record a transcript of a meeting between four Louisiana
congressmen and the Baton Rouge district attorney. One
of the participants was quoted as saying, "I would draw a
lottery to go out and kill Long. It would only take one
man, one gun and one bullet." Another said, "I haven't
the slightest doubt but that Roosevelt would pardon anyone who killed Long." Two and a half weeks later, Long
agreed to support some wheat state senators in return for

their future votes, "provided I am back here-l may not be
back here. This may be my swan song, for all I know."
Today's multiracial America, with its governmentdependent welfare hordes and illegal and legal aliens
swarming in yearly by the millions, may not be the place
for the ideas and programs Huey Long had in mind. But
those contemplating an ethnostate or separate all-white republics would be well-served to study his plans in detail.
EDWARD KERLING

he usual media line is that Carl Weiss
acted out of personal, not political, motives.
Long, goes the tale, was preparing to attack
the family of Weiss's wife, a Louisiana Creole, by spreading the gossip that her father, an
enemy of Long's and a French-speaking
judge, had a touch of the tarbrush. Weiss himself, it is alleged, belonged to a family of
"strict German Catholics." Weiss may well
have been a Catholic, but his photograph, his
name and his olive complexion suggest a Jew-

Questions That Deserve Answers
A Washington Post editorial (June 23, 1995) entitled, "Polish Furor," chided Poland's President Lech Walesa for not rebutting a patriotic priest who charged that the "satanic greed" of Jews was responsible for both communism and WWII. Such
accusations, wrote the Post, are "terrible" and "false."
Most Americans might have to disagree if they took a second look at the propaganda that they have been fed by the Atlantic Alliance crowd of bankers, politicians, plutocrats and armaments manufacturers since 1939.
The problem with the Post's editorial is the large volume of contradictory evidence that has been piling up. In the interest
of objectivity, we ask the paper's boss, Katharine Graham (nee Meyer) five simple questions:

I . Were not Jews centrally involved in the spread of communism from the day it began to ooze from the Chosen brain of
Karl Marx?
2. Were not the Jews' omnipresence in the Communist apparatus of Russia, Germany, Austria and France (not to mention the U S . ) totally disproportionate to their numbers in the nations' population at large?
3. Did not Jews dominate Stalin's secret police apparatus both in Russia and non-fascist Europe before and even afer
WWII?
4. Were not Jews partially responsible for the bloodiest bloodbath Christian Europe ever experienced-not only of clerics, but of peasants and aristocrats?
5. Did not the demands of the banking houses in England, France and America, especially the "satanicallygreedy" Jewish
ones, for incredible indemnities from an already prostrate Germany at Versailles lead to the social destabilization that
brought on WWII?

Endless other questions about Jews could also be posed: questions about criminality, currency manipulation and political
intrigue. But expanding the list would open up the subject to the evasive debate and maneuvers that have been creeping into
the Western media for most of this century.
So let us ask only for simple answers to the five simple questions posed above. The answers might tell us who knows
more about Jewish history, the Post or a Polish priest.
IVAN HED
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Suburban Woes in Cap City, USA
n any racially mixed environment, the business of
choosing a neighborhood is difficult at best. Where the
area is becoming more minorityized each day, the selection of a home base is both easy and difficult. Easy because there's usually little from which to choose. Difficult
because the final choice is often so unpalatable. Washington (DC) is a case in point. For most whites the neighborhood of choice has long been leafy Montgomery County
(MD), a pricey region on the periphery of DC's northern
frontier, until recently the preferred refuge for whites fleeing the nightmare of nighttime Washington. But Montgomery's
blessings ultimately became its curse. High real estate values not only offered a barrier to minority invasion; they
enc~uragedthe settlement of waves of Chosenites from as
far away as New York. A folk for whom liberalism and integration are twin religions, the Chosen pressed Montgomery's
politicos to embrace such integrationist imperatives as
subsidized housing, race-mixed schooling and affirmative
action in municipal hiring, transforming the county from a
refuge to the front line in the war of the races.
To the southeast of DC lies sprawling Prince George's
County (MD), home in the 1970s to white Appalachians, a
people whose racial preferences are strictly segregationist.
They came from the hollows of West Virginia and the hills
of Pennsylvania, eager to work and anxious to play, but
certainly not with the racial stock in the nearby central
city. To maintain the division, county police were instructed to keep the swill moving, not to let DC blacks tarry too
long or stray too far within the county's borders. In exercising this mission, the police acquired a reputation that
enraged liberals, who plotted for years to overthrow this
bastion of reactionary racism. As high real estate values
Chosenized Montgomery County, low real estate values
provided a racial opening for Prince George's racial conquest by blacks. All throughout the 1970s and 1980s, DC
Negroes swarmed into Prince George's, attempting to escape what they had wrought in their old neighborhoods.
In the process they created a mirror image of what they
were fleeing. For whites the county they once knew
ceased to exist. A friend of mine attempted to educate his
boy in P.G.'s rapidly darkening school system. Finding
that the black teachers were unable to impart the three
R's, he enrolled the lad in a private high school, from
which he graduated with honors, even earning a scholarship to the state university. What the boy found at the University of Maryland, however, reminded him of his stint in
the public school system. A faculty dominated by Semites
graded on the melanin curve. Four years of that ordeal
added up to a white man's purgatory. Now a graduate mechanical engineer and still residing in P.G., he has lately

I

been rear-ended by minorityites three times in the space of
12 months. In the most recent encounter, the attending policeman, noting that the dusky offender had no liability insurance, suggested that all concerned simply forgive and
forget. Wisely demurring, the young man observed to his
parents that the policeman's color quotient was so pronounced that it could have earned him a quick Ph.D. at
dear old U.M.
Hodge-podge is the word that nicely describes the
three counties of Northern Virginia that lie adjacent to the
city of Washington. Alexandria, Arlington and Fairfax
were once segregated, conservative and happy to remain
so. Now they're anything but. What took this trio down,
however, was not only race per se; it was also the impact
of U.S. foreign policy. The CIA'S heavy involvement in
funding the Afghans in their war with the Soviet Union
eventually brought swarms of Afghans to the streets of
Alexandria. Odd-looking, clever and utterly devoid of
Western morals, they invariably headed straight for the
welfare office, denying ownership of the Mercedes they
drove there and the six-figure saving accounts posted in
their names.
Similarly, our decades-long struggles in the jungles of
Southeast Asia brought armies of tiny, gibbering Vietnamese to Arlington County on the right bank of the Potomac. Independent-minded, utterly disdainful of the patronizing race-acceptance commanded by blacks, the Vietnamese work, earn, save, invest and grow rich. Like the
Afghans, their only allegiance is to themselves.
Our endless involvements in Central America brought
countless boatloads of brown people to Fairfax County.
Because Latino wives and girlfriends remain perpetually
pregnant, their numbers multiply geometrically. Supremely aware of what they perceive to be their rights, Latinos
increasingly demand their place in the minority sun. Harder working than home-grown Afros, these Fairfax Latinos,
like the Asians of Alexandria and Arlington, move up the
ladder of economic success quickly, ratcheting up their
antiwhite racism as they mount every rung.
IVAN HlLD

Ponderable Quote
"What got you Wward Dwight, the first African
American astronaut selectee] into this school? Was it
the N M C P or are you some kind of black Muslim
out here to make trouble? . . .Why in hell would a
colored guy want to go into space anyway?. . .[Uf it
was left to me, you guys wouldn't even get a chance
to wear an Air Force uniform.
Chuck Yeager,famous testpilot
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Saint Albert's Halo I s Slipping
ince the search for knowledge is a sacred duty, we
object to any barriers deliberately placed in the path
of this quest. One of the greatest such barriers this
century has been the canonised figure of Albert Einstein.
The guardians of the cult of St. Albert have made it practically impossible for scientists to contradict his ideas, while
lay people are told the theory of relativity is so complex
that only a handful of people is even fit to discuss it.
Just about any reader would recognise a portrait of St.
Albert. It has been drummed into us-over and over and
over again-as an icon for "science." No doubt his face
will continue to be recognised for a long time but, eventually let us hope, as an icon for "hype." The mathematics
of relativity were actually worked out by Poincar6. Its spacetime viewpoints came from Minkowski. lts field equations
came from Hilbert. The father of the atomic bomb won
his Nobel Prize for a paper about Max Planck's photoelectric discoveries. Despite all this, he is still treated with
unctuous adulation by our media masters.
But even the best propaganda can't succeed forever.
The first cracks opened when feminists noted that significant parts of his theory had
been composed by his
wife. Now recent laboratory
experiments strike at its very
core.
The special theory of
relativity proclaims that
nothing can move faster
than the speed of light.
Anything that broke this
speed limit would travel
backward in time. Why is
that a problem? Because
then we could send, say,
signals backward in time,
and monkey around with
St. Albert's statue, three times life-size,
the past.
Note the thinking here.
It's just word games, reminiscent of some half-blind old
cleric spinning loony implications out of a meaningless religious text. Christians once debated how many angels
could dance on a pin. Similarly, the Talmud spends page
after page drawing conclusions from bizarre and improbable premises, such as, since Rabbis taught that man has
two kidneys, one of which prompts him to good, and the
other to evil, on which side is the good one? (Berakoth 67a,
p. 384, Soncino edition.)
To find out whether anything can exceed the
of
light, the obvious method is to try to move something faster

S
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than that, and observe what happens.
At long last, a few research scientists have dared to do
just that. And, surprise, surprise, the outcome is that things
can travel faster than the speed of light. One such thing is
light itself.
In 1993, researchers at the University of California
beamed particles of light (photons) at a specially designed
optical filter. Most of the photons bounced off, but some
tunnelled their way through-and accelerated up to 1.7
times the speed of light. The head of the research team
made a big point of saying that this didn't conflict with
Einstein's theory. It would only conflict if you could send a
signal at such speeds.
Earlier this year Giinter Nimtz of the University of Cologne, announced that he had sent a microwave rendition
of Mozart's 40th Symphonyacross 12 centimeters of space
at 4.7 times the speed of light. Then he played the tape to
a meeting of top researchers in this field.
No one challenged Nimtz's results. Most of the discussion was hand-wringing and gnashing of teeth over whether this experiment really did violate St. Albert's theory.
One of the best tautologies was the claim that if
light can be made to
travel faster than the socalled "speed of light,"
then Einstein wasn't
wrong. Not really. Just
sort of. It's simply that
there's fast light and
slow light. More or less.
A yoke has been placed on humanity's acquisition of knowledge, and
that yoke is fabricated
from the thought processes of the Bible, the
cost U.S. taxpayers $1.5 million in 1979 Koran and the Talmud,
"sacred texts" that claim
the words of a saint have absolute authority. No research,
however brilliant, can or should contradict those words.
Far better to carve them in stone. Such is the Judeo-Christian
principle of revelation, as opposed to our native principle
of discovery. Its grip on our scientific community shows
how far we have yet to go.
Even so, St. Albert's halo is slipping.
This article, slightly edited, was reprinted from a thoughtprovokin Australian magazine, RenewaI, P.O. Box 4333, University oBMeIbourne, Victoria, 3052, Australia. Annual subscription, $12 (4 issues).
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Where the World's Iews Live
North America

0 Israel
g Former U.S.S.R.
Latin America

.

W Europe
@ Australia,

South Africa
and others
United States .................... 5.8 million
Israel ................................ 4.42 million
France.................................. 600. 000
Russia .................................. 600. 000
Ukraine................................ 446. 000
Canada.................................. 360. 000
Britain .................................300. 000
Argentina ................................. 250. 000
South Africa ............................114.000
Australia ..............................100. 000
Brazil .................................. 100. 000
Hunga y ..................................... 80. 000
Germany................................. 60. 000
Uzbekistan................................ 45. 000
Moldova ................................... 40. 000
Mexico .................................. 40. 000
Belgium ...................................... 35. 000
Belarus ................................. 34. 000
Italy ............................................ 31. 000
Urugtiay..................................... 30. 000
Holland ................................... 30. 000
Iran .............................................25. 000
..
Azerbarjan .............................. 25. 000
Turkey.........................................20. 000
Switzerland ............................. 19. 000
Venezuela............................... 18. 000
Chile........................................... 17. 000
Sweden ....................................... 16. 000
Kazakhstan .............................. 15. 000
Romania .................................... 15. 000
Spain .......................................... 15. 000
Latvia .................................. 15. 000
Georgia ................................. 13. 000
Poland .................................. 10. 000
I/

Austria ......................................... 8. 000
Colombia ............................... 8. 000
Morocco ....................................... 7.500
Denmark ...................................... 7.000
Lithuania ............................... 6.500
Slovakia ................................ 6. 000
Czech Republic ........................... 6. 000
India ............................................. 6. 000
Tadjikistan.............................5.000
New Zealand .............................. 5. 000
Peru ............................................... 5. 000
Greece...........................................5. 000
Panama ........................................ 4. 500
Kyrgyzstan ..................................4.500
Bulgaria ....................................... 4. 000
Estonia ......................................... 3. 000
Ethiopia .......................................3. 000
Serbia and Montenegro ............. 2. 500
Costa Rica ................................... 2. 500
Tunisia ......................................... 2. 500
Croatia.........................................2. 000
Hong Kong ................................... 2. 000
Turkmenistan........................... 2. 000
Puerto Rico .................................2. 000
Ireland .......................................... 1. 800
Finland ......................................... 1.300
Ecuador ........................................ 1. 000
Japan............................................ 1. 000
N o m a y ........................................ 1. 000
Zimbabzve ...................................... 975
Paragtiny ........................................ 900
Yemen.............................................. 800
Guatemala..................................... 800
Bolivia ............................................ 700
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Gibraltar......................................... 600
Ltixembotrrg .................................... 600
Monaco ........................................... 500
Kenya .............................................. 450
Bosnia .............................................400
Cuba................................................400
Vi~
n
................................. 400
.q i Islands
Curacao.......................................... 350
Zaire ................................................ 320
Syria ................................................ 300
Armenia .......................................... 300
Portugal .......................................... 300
Jamaica........................................... 300
Singapore ........................................300
Thailand ......................................... 200
Bahamas ......................................... 200
Iraq .................................................. 200
Dominican Republic ..................... 150
Stirinam.......................................... 150
Honduras ........................................ 120
El Salvador..................................... 120
Communities with 100
or fewer Jews
Egypt. Philippines. Indonesia. Sotith
Korea. Taiwan. Botswana. Zambia.
Aruba. Algeria. Mozambique. Barbados. Namibia. Trinidad and Tobago. Lebanon. Bermuda. Cyprus.
Slovenia. Albania. French Guinea.
Martinique. Malta. Swaziland
Largest Jewish cities in the Diaspora
Greater N a u York 1.45 million
Los Angeles 490. 000
Paris 350. 000
Philadelphia 254. 000
Greater CJzicago 248. 000
Boston 208. 000
London 200. 000
Moscow 200. 000
Btienos Aires 200. 000
Miami 189. 000
Toronto 175.000
Greater WasJtingfon 165. 000
F t . Lauderdale 140.000
San Francisco 128.000
Kiev 110.000
St . Petersbtirg 100.000
Montreal 100.000
Source: Academic demographic surveys and reports from comrnunltles to the WJC .
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A Brave Book
Powerful though Jews may be in determining the direction of the social, cultural and economic aspects of American life, some unsynchronized members of the tribe have
finally come to realize that a decline of the U.S. is inseparable from the decline of their own well-being.
Seymour Itzkoff's The Decline of Intelligence in America1
A Strategy for National Renewal (Westport: Praeger, 1994)
is crammed with grim warnings about the deterioration of
social and economic life in the United States. A recurrent
theme in the book is the dysgenesis (a word ltzkoff does
not mention) of the American population caused by feminism and welfare policies. Largely a product of Jewish
journalists, feminism has brought about a tragic unwillingness on the part of gifted American women to bear children. This particularly obnoxious "ism" is also responsible
for the increasing instability of the American family. (Itzkoff offers Hillary Clinton as an example of a gifted woman who has brought only one child into the world.) In the
section entitled, "Our Disappearing Elite," the author bemoans that the Jewish birthrate in the U.S. is only 1.3 children per female. In one study it was found that 53.Toh of
senior women executives were childless.
A bitter reproach to American political leadership is
found on p. 84:
Humans vary in intelligence. This variability is not
merely located in the person, from individual to individual, but also in communities. . . .Little did it matter to our
leadership who had the babies.
These words should be considered the essence of Itzkoff's book. Nearly two decades ago I myself published an
article in the Tulsa Collegian (Nov. 18, 1976) arguing that
it matters a great deal who has the babies. ltzkoff scores
another point in recognizing that a civilization, including
its economy, has a biological basis. The unfavorable U.S.
balance of trade year after year for the past several decades goes hand in hand with a sharp drop in the intellectual capacities of the American population, a decline that
also coincides with the growing inability of American industry to compete with the other industrial powers. Even
as I write, the dollar has just recovered a little after having
undergone a precipitous descent in relation to most other
foreign currencies.
The recognition of the biological basis of civilization is
not new. Englishmen and Americans founded eugenic societies during the years prior to W I . Many American
states passed eugenic laws permitting sterilization, long
before the emergence of National Socialism in Germany.
In upholding these laws, Supreme Court Justice Oliver
Wendell Holmes made his famous pronouncement, un-
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mentioned by Itzkoff: "Three generations of imbeciles are
enough."
Also unmentioned by ltzkoff are the pre-WWII eugenic
societies in the U.S., England and (Heaven forfend!) Hitler
Germany. Reaction against Nazism or what was perceived
as Nazism perverted and paralyzed the thinking of the beleaguered American Majority for more than a half century.
ltzkoff points out the muddled post-WWII policies of the
Dutch, who have permitted their lovely little country to
be overrun with unlovely Third Worlders. Although Itzkoff, as already noted, offers powerful arguments for eugenics, he has carefully chosen not to use the term. He
does talk about the possible use of Norplant, which he
strongly recommends be inplanted in women after they
bear their first illegitimate child. Otherwise they will be
disqualified for welfare.
Political feminism and homosexuality are characterized as "national disasters." Job priorities should be given
to men with families. "All births should require the identification of the father." Illegal immigration, "this uninvited
tidal invasion of the genes of the south," must be halted.
The reason?"For the past 35,000 years, the genetics of European intelligence, passed around the world, have laid the
groundwork
for what we call and treasure as civilization."
California is referred to as an example of the devastating
effects of the "tidal invasion" from the south. The armed
forces should be deployed to halt illegal immigration, "the
leakage in the dikes."
Typical American commentators on social and economic problems furnish little perspective on out-of-control
immigration because of their unfamiliarity with earlier civilizations. ltzkoff is to be complimented for his comprehensive knowledge of the history of Greece and Rome. He
should also be congratulated for the importance he places
on the biology at work in human evolution.
Itzkoff's book makes for depressing and frightening
reading for people of any race who equate their destiny
with that of the U.S. Although his admonishments are imbued with a sense of crisis, it is encouraging to note a Jewish scholar's concern about the deterioration of American
life and his bold willingness to advocate measures to reverse it.
C.E. W.

Ponderable Quote
America is the o n l y nation in history which miraculously has gone directly f r o m barbarism to degeneration without the usual interval o f civilization.

Georges Clemenceau, French statesman (1841-1929)

Who Are the Paranoids?
Time magazine, with the help of its
spin doctors and its stable of mindcontrol specialists, cooked up a "psychologizing" article, "Pssst! Calling All Paranoids" (May 8, 1995). It was obviously
designed to generate hatred of the Majority by focusing on "militias and other extremist groups."
The article emphasized, or rather overemphasized, the results of a public opinion poll conducted by the noted Jewish
social scientists, Yankelovich Partners, Inc.
For those unfamiliar with the history of
such polls, they were created for two reasons, neither of which has anything to do
with measuring public opinion.
Public opinion polls were invented to
justify the jdbs of social scientists, whose
profession i s not science at all, but the practice of politics and religion by stealth and
deception. To hang onto their jobs, social
scientists have to justify their existence.
The second reason opinion polls were
invented was to generate widespread
change in American institutions. By crafting carefully worded questions and directing them at certain segments of the
population, pollsters can elicit whatever
answers they desire. The results are then
given a big play in the controlled media.
The Yankelovich pollsters surveyed
two groups, one composed of white males,
the other of "all others." Each group was
asked two questions. First: "Do you agree
citizens have the right to arm themselves
in order to oppose the power of the federal government?" In response, 34% of
white males said "Yes," compared to 22%
of "all others." The second question: "Do

you agree Americans have the Constitutional right to buy and store large
amounts of weapons?" The results were
similar to the first question. Some 34% of
white males said "Yes." Only 18% of "all
others" agreed.
The implications of such polls are
self-evident. First, white males are cast
apart as a separate group from the inclusive "all others." Second, "all others" are
depicted as a unified, peaceful whole, unlike the dangerously exclusionist white
males, who are seen as public enemy # I .
There is nothing new about this, except
that in previous years the focus was on
the white Majority in general and not the
white male.
By parodying the Time piece it is relatively easy to bounce the article's antiwhite line back on the minorityites.
A little paranoia can be goodespecially for a white family living in an
American city, or a white man or woman
from suburbia stopped at the intersection in
any city. But how does an unshakable trust
in government, which is the common faith
of every liberal, turn into the paranoid fear
that white Americans are about to take over
the country?
It is tempting to dismiss people with
such paranoid beliefs as sick, demented individuals. But that doesn't explain the
widespread membership in the ADL, )DL,
ACLU, NOW, NAACP, Nation of Islam and
other extremist groups.
Experts in psychology and group behavior warn that anyone can fall prey to
paranoia-given the right combination of
peer pressure and repeated exposure to one
viewpoint.

To attack the real hucksters of paranoia, all one need do i s change a few
words to reflect a white American perspective. It was Time that insisted, "repeated
exposure to one viewpoint" creates paranoia. Yet, anytime we tune into the N
news or read the newspapers, all we get
is one viewpoint. So who are the real
manufacturers of paranoia?
The Time article accuses white traditionalists of
making a mental list of all the injustices in
their lives. Rather than take a critical look
at themselves, they blame their troubles on
"the company,". . ."the government" or
"the system." [They] see a world that is
painful, malevolent and out to get them.

These claims do not hold up when applied exclusively to whites. They do hold
up when applied to the many liberal,
black and Jewish organizations that plague
us. So let's be honest. Paranoia is far from
being a white monopoly.
JAY LOCK

Ponderable Quote
"I think he ought to be womed about
what's going on in the Good Lord's
mind, because i f there is retributive justice, he'll get AIDS from a transfusion,
or one of his grandchildren w i l l get it."
Paranoid Naional Public Radio reporter
Nina Totenberg reacting to Senator Jesse
Helms' claim that the government spends
too much on AIDS research (Inside
Washington, July 8, 1995).

White Vengeance, Then and Now
When Colin Ferguson went on his antiwhite murder spree on a Long Island
train, the mass media quickly downplayed his motive, which was to kill
whites. In times past the media reacted
very differently to black-on-white murders.
In 1899, Robert Charles moved to
New Orleans from Mississippi, where he
had allegedly murdered several people.
Initially he worked as a common laborer,
but his violent and aggressive nature was
soon rewarded with a position as sub-

agent for the International Migration Society, headed by Bishop Henry M. Turner
of the African Methodist Episcopal Church.
As a sub-agent, Charles' job was to
spread emigration propaganda and enlist
members for Turner's back-to-Africa movement. Charles, however, a street hustler,
was by no means a true believer in black
emigration. In addition to collecting a substantial commission on prospective emigrants' weekly or monthly payments, he
also sold subscriptions to Bishop Turner's

Voice of Missions newspaper. When he
encountered blacks who did not want to
emigrate to Africa, he demanded contributions for the aid of those who did-and
pocketed them for himself. According to
his friends, he bragged that he could
make five dollars a day in the "emigration
business," a goodly sum in those days.
In order to better convince black people to join the Migration Society, Charles
studied the propaganda religiously and
could eventually recite verbatim Bishop
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Turner's attacks on white America. In one
Voice of Missions editorial, Turner had
urged that "Negroes Get Guns" for selfdefense, an argument that without too
much difficulty could be interpreted as a
call for revolt.
After the Migration Society bit the
dust late in 1899, some followers dissociated themselves from Charles because of
his fanatical hatred of whites. Thev were
particularly concerned about his haranguing blacks to arm themselves with rifles
and ammunition in preparation for some
kind of uprising.
On a night in late July 1890, Charles
and another black male sat on a dark
doorstep in a residential section of New
Orleans, presumably discussing their racial grievances. Neighbors protested to
police that the two did not live there and
might be up to no good. When three
white policemen arrived and told the two
to move on, Charles slowly rose as if to
leave, then suddenly drew a pistol and
fired at the patrolmen, who fired back,
but missed. Leaving
" one of the officers seriously wounded, Charles and his companion fled. Later the same night a police

captain and three of his men traced
Charles to a small house in an alley. Spotting the cops, Charles fired several rifle
shots from a window, killing the captain
and one of his men. While the other two
officers took cover, Charles escaped.
The next day, as word of the murders
spread through the city, incensed whites
joined the search for Charles. Quick action by police prevented a crowd from
lynching one of Charles's friends. In no
time throngs of whites surged through the
black quarter, beating and shooting blacks
who attempted to stop them. Several
blacks were killed and many hurt before
auxiliary police and state militia dispersed the white vigilantes.
Charles, who had fled to a nearby
town, returned to New Orleans after the
violence had subsided. Told where he
was hiding, a large company of police
and troops surrounded the house. From
an upper-story window Charles began firing. Soon three policemen and a boy
were dead. As a last resort, the troops set
fire to the house, driving Charles into the
open. A militia man, seeing him running
from the building, shot and killed the Ne-

gro who had slain six whites. After the
crowd had killed another black male who
ran from the burning building, Charles's
body was mutilated beyond recognition.
By the time the police had dispersed the
whites, eight blacks lay dead. Many others were injured when whites burned
black schools and homes.
Following Colin Ferguson's antiwhite
murderfest, Jewish lawyers, led by William Kunstler, devised a legal ploy for
their client, who later fired them and
chose to conduct his own defense. Ferguson, who came from a well-to-do Jamaican family and had voluntarily immigrated to the U.S., was not responsible for his
murderous rampage because, the shysters
asserted, he was driven to mass murder
by "black rage," instigated by the whiteinspired "legacy of racism and oppression
of blacks." Many of Ferguson's surviving
victims and relatives of those who died
appeared on the Donahue show. Indoctrinated with self-hate and guilt, they did
not express a hint of animosity at blacks
in general or the Jewish attorneys who
tried to justify Ferguson's racial massacre.
EDWARD KERLING

JoeMcCarthy: A Delayed Pat on the Back
affection stands revealed in their pubOpponents of "McCarthyism" still relished statements. Washington's buttering
fuse to consider the context of the times.
The decades 1930-1950
were tinted Red in the media, in the intolerant cerebral apparatus of the intelligentsia and in the slippery machinations of government. To maintain that
the Senator was fabricating his anti-Communist
charges i s to postulate the
honesty of his enemies.
A classic reference
work on the subject is Eugene Lyons' Red Decade.
A leftist Jew and exStalinist, Lyons wrote the
definitive expos6 of the
Muscovite guttersnipes of
Joe was no friend of "Uncle Joe"
Hollywood, the scabrous
scriveners of the N.Y. Times (known then
up of the Soviet Union, before, during
as the "uptown Daily Worker") and proand after WWII, is a matter of record.
Soviet spies and snoops of all shades and
Senator McCarthy did not dream up Lend
Lease, the Yalta Conference, the halting
colors.
The object of the anti-McCarthyites'
of General Patton's army before Prague
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and General Marshall's disarming of Chiang
- Kai-shek.
The inquisitors who went after Tailgunner Joe are the same gang who rooted
for draft-dodger Bill. To them proof of Soviet tilting equals "character assassination."
~ c ~ a i t hwas
y a prosecutor with a
powerful indictment. He had the facts,
but his opponents had the media. The
late senator from Wisconsin symbolized
the real political struggle of the 20th century-truth vs. media coverup.
McCarthyism is not character assassination. It is disbelieving the media. In a
Dan Rather milieu, this is the ultimate offense.
Joe McCarthy's political destruction
and death marked a watershed in U.S.
history. Those who stood for the America
that was and will not be again can say,
without blinking an eye, "I supported
Senator McCarthy."
There is nothing shameful in honoring
a lost leader, a defeated hero. That i s the
stuff of high tragedy.

Out of Africa
When we first imported AlDS from
Central Africa, i t was called GRID (GayRelated Immune Deficiency syndrome).
Despite what most of have been led
to believe, AlDS does kill white heterosexuals who are not drug users. The U.S.
blood supply has been tainted with the
blood of oerverts. Even the innocent
among us iave been stricken.
But AlDS is just one of our imported
African diseases. Some of the Dark Continent's other evil products are mosquitoes
and malaria, the latter a constant yearround threat. Those who think that homegrown mosquitoes and the African bees
now creeping north across the Rio
Grande are bad, just wait until they are
bitten by African mosquitoes!
One evangelist wrote thusly of his
foolish adventures in Africa:
Buzzing and biting mosquitoes have
often kept us awake almost all night.
Sometimes I have woken up after a tormented night with my face so swollen
from mosquito bites that I could barely
open my eyes. I had been bitten on my
eyelids, lips, inside my ears and nostrils,
between my fingers and toes, and on

my knees and elbows. Almost every
part of my body ached and stung (with)
angry sores.

The mosquitoes bear malarial giftssevere headaches, diarrhea, vomiting, fever and delirium. Side effects lead to
pneumonia and dehydration. Cerebral
malaria causes death within one week.
Then there are the Tsetse flies. As big
as horseflies and strong enough to survive
hard swats, their painful bites cause
sleeping sickness in both man and beast.
Whole cattle herds are wiped out. Tsetse
flies bite through even the thickest clothing. Insect repellent has no effect. When
the mosquitoes stop biting at sunrise, the
Tsetse flies come out and bite until sunset.
Then the mosquitoes come out again.
If the Tsetse flies don't get you, the
Putsi flies will. The Putsi flies lay eggs in
clothes, which come in contact with human skin. Body heat hatches the larvae
that promptly burrow into the skin, raising unsightly boils. The maggots can only
be removed by applying a thick coat of
grease.
Another evil African disease is tickbite
fever. There i s nothing to prevent it. This

bite causes boils that fill with pus. The delirium that soon sets in can only be treated with expensive antibiotics.
Another common African infection is
bilharzia, caused by a parasite carried by
snails that live in lakes and rivers. Drowsiness and blood in the urine and stool
are some of the symptoms. Hepatitis and
dysentery are spread by water and food
that has come in contact with human excrement. Hepatitis produces jaundice and
liver problems. Dysentery infects the intestine with amoebae.
In an area where even the wheel is
considered white man's magic, it is not
difficult to imagine the state of toilet and
sewage facilities. As one missionary tells
it, "All streams and ponds near human
settlements have to be regarded as infected."
The overall pollution leads to the resurgence of even the rarest diseases. Witness the recent outbreak of the Ebola virus.
Considering the above unreassuring
data, shouldn't we stay as far away from
Africa as possible and let i t stew in its
own juices?
JAY LOCK

Allah in New England
An evening news show recently spent
an "in depth" two-minute report on
America's growing "religious diversity,"
which, of course, is only the inevitable result of its growing ethnic diversity. As millions pour in from around the globe, such
heretofore exotic creeds as Buddhism,
Hinduism, Islam and Sikhism have become well established on these shores.
At one point in the report the Muslim
faithful were shown at prayer in a large
mosque that had recently opened its
doors in Massachusetts. Viewers were informed that perhaps as many as 5 million
Muslims now reside in the U.S.
A.true-blue Instaurationist, I must confess I have developed a certain affection
towards both the Arab and the larger Islamic world. As the old Middle Eastern
proverb puts it, "The enemy of my enemy
is my friend." Many truths about Zionism

and the Jews' weighty influence in the
West, which both Europeans and Americans are strictly forbidden to read about
or openly discuss, are common knowledge to Muslims, a display of free speech
that is most disheartening to the ever censorious Jews. While Westerners were virtually forced to worship a piece of propagandistic claptrap like Schindler's List,
one country in the world, Malaysia, actually forbid its screening because of its
high hate content.
That said, there was still something a
bit unsettling about viewing the Massachusetts mosque. To me religion in New
England evokes the image of a white
clapboard Methodist church in a landscape radiant with the brilliant colors of
fall foliage.
By now, unfortunately, New England's predominantly Protestant character

has long since gone the way of the dinosaurs. The three southernmost New England states probably have the highest percentage of Roman Catholics anywhere in
the Union. Even so, my earlier image
stubbornly persists. It is indeed possible
that in the not-too-distant future a!l the
traditional religions of New England will
be headed for the historical dustbin in
New England, to be replaced by the
muezzins' call to prayer from a minaret,
the chanting of a group of Buddhist bonzes, the hyper-emotionalism of a Hispanic
Pentecostal service and the syncopation
of a storefront black Baptist church.
The contemporary cult of "diversity"itself a sort of religion-always seems to
include everyone and everything except
us, for whom there does not seem to be
enough room in this newly diversified world.
121
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Contact Fertilizes Racialism
I laughed at the "Against Straying Females" letter (July,
1995), especially at the writer's crackpot idea of who
should form a future utopia. If the guy wants to weed out
any Majority female or male who has ever willingly had a
conversation with a black or Hispanic, I suspect a good
number of lnstaurationists would be excluded. Where
does this guy live? Mars? He's probably one of those
wackos Robert Throckmorton was referring to when he
complained about all the crazies on the Internet. Zip 593
should realize that it is the first contact, the inevitable fall
of innocence and the development of cynicism that often
cause whites to become race conscious. Some of our best
people would never have been converted to the white separatism position without having first had at least one unpleasant racial experience.
M.M.
Good lllegals
In N.B. Forrest's article, "Repatriation" (July, 1995), he
calls for the expulsion of all illegal immigrants. I disagree.
I have just returned from New England, where it seemed
that every tenth person spoke with an Irish brogue. I suppose that most of these people are illegals, but I see nothing wrong with their presence here or with their defiance
of our idiotic immigration laws. In that part of the world I
also had occasion to encounter a number of illegal Russian immigrants and my attitude towards them is the same.
Russian Jews clog the legal immigration channels and
leave the true Russians behind or reduced to the illegal
status. For the time being N.B. Forrest's idea or other forms
of separation will be a dream. In the meantime places
such as Ireland and to a far greater degree the former
countries of the Soviet bloc shelter an immediate pool of
millions of immigrants of the precise type this country
needs. The arrival of millions of white immigrants, coupled with the decline in welfare and affirmative action,
would tend to push the blacks out of the cities and back
into the backwaters where they belong. It is then that repatriation and political and geographic separatism would become possible.
344
How to View the Holocaust
I disagree with Robert Throckmorton's assessment of
the Holocaust debate. Holocaust Revisionism is many
things to many people. Being an American with some separatist and libertarian sensibilities, I am not concerned
with the exoneration of the Third Reich. I am only concerned with what the Holocaust means to this country.
The Holocaust has been presented to Americans as a
distinct atrocity committed against Jews by German NaPACE 18-INSTAU RATION-OCTOBER 1995

tional Socialists during WWII, in which the perpetrators
deliberately attempted to exterminate all Jewry, simply out
of bigotry.
The effect of the Holocaust is to damn our race, our religion and our civilization, while elevating Jews to a special status.
I see Revisionism as a response to a giant propaganda
campaign based upon an historical event lifted out of historical context.
Revisionists have proved by critically examining documents, population studies and physical examination of the
alleged gas chambers that the Holocaust has been exploited to the nth degree by its constant use as tabloid material
in the mass media, in literature and now even in museums.
The achievements of Holocaust Revisionism is a major
victory in the power struggle against the Jewish leadership.
Many Holocaust Revisionists, however, are not content
with their success and persist in the very difficult struggle
to forgive the Third Reich for its anti-Semitism. Their failures are then publicized as proof that all Revisionism is
absurd.
As far as I am concerned, Holocaust Revision does not
stand or fall upon the interpretation of a Goebbels' speech
or the credibility of a G.l.'s testimony on what he saw in a
Dachau disinfection chamber. My Revisionism has little to
do with what the Germans may or may not have done.
It is important to consider the nature of the Holocaust
debate and Jewish power. To a large degree the latter depends upon a low profile. Consequently the Jewish leaders
will never admit to brainwashing the American population. They will try to distract us with their little victories
over the Hitlerites, but they will never give up one word of
their Holocaust story. It is our task to educate our people
to see the forest and not just the trees, to understand that
the Holocaust is important to us not because it dwells on
50-year-old Nazi war crimes, but because it proves how we
are and have been manipulated by the Jewish mind-set.
144
Saxons Produced No Bastards
Zip 077 (August, 1995) criticizes John Nobull for using
the term "Scotch-Irish," an expression that is at best misleading. But 077's comment about the Englishman as a
sasenach, which he translates as "foreign bastard," was a
bit much. The word is actually of Germanic origin, related
to the Old English: Seaxon or Saxon. The Angles (who
came from Schleswig-Holstein and vicinity) and the Saxons (from the Rhine valley) invaded Britain in the 5th and
6th centuries some time after the Romans had departed.
For this reason the bastardization of Saxons and Romans
could hardly have happened. The Roman upper crust and

the Celtic masses may well have mixed (despite the gallantry of the golden-haired Queen Boadicea), but the Saxon invaders had a habit of killing most of the inhabitants
of the Celtic towns and forts they conquered. Also, we
should not forget that when Cromwell's army came to Ireland in the mid-1600s, he made sure that many an Irish
lassie slept with an English laddie, which made it a lot
more difficult for the lrish to spot their enemies.
065

Let the Defective Whites Marry Out
A regular contributor to this publication wrote recently
about the sympathy he felt for an unattractive white female co-worker who had borne a mulatto child. It has almost a Clintonesque I-feel-your-painpiece. The author indicated the woman's choice was not her own, but was
rather forced on her because white males may not have
given her enough attention. And I thought the slavery guilt
trip was a stretch!
When I see a white with her nonwhite sex partner or
child, I do not bemoan the loss of a white breeding mare.
Nor do I buy the argument that her decision was the result
of media brainwashing. If that were the case, we would
see whites of both sexes equally involved in race mixing.
If an appreciable number of white males (not wimps who
seek submissive Asian wives or the occasional Hollywood
freak like Robert DeNiro) were seeking out females of other races to be seen and mate with, then I would consider
the blame-it-on-the-environment theory.
I am gratified when a genetically inferior (for whatever
reason) white's gene strain has been eliminated from the
future white population. One has only to turn on television or visit the country's prisons, mental institutions and
sex-for-hire areas to see the products of defective whites
mating with nonwhites. If I was a hateful person, I might
even take pleasure in knowing that white females who
break race barriers have greatly increased their likelihood
of being killed, assaulted, becoming an alcoholic, drug
addict, prostitute, acquiring a sexual disease, dropping out
of school, living on welfare handouts and being hated by
her offspring.
Whites who sexually cross racial lines are unsuspectingly aiding Nature's quest to weed out the weak of the
race. Be thankful their defective genes will not be around
to pollute the future white gene pool and impede our evolution to higher and higher levels.
EDWARD KERLING
Zionists Are Less Dangerous Jews
First, a belated plaudit: Right on, Furious Fred (May
1995). May you wax furiouser and still furiouser! Second,
I am wondering if it is wise to denigrate Zionist Jewry. After all, Zionist Jews are those who have gone to Israel to
live, which should with our approval. Granted the Jewish
homeland should probably be a large island far out in the
ocean rather than in Palestine, still the Jews, like every
other distinctive ethnic group, should have a territory of

their own. I would only add the requirement that they, as
well as everyone else, stay in their homeland and refrain
from meddling elsewhere.
Sure, Israel is freeloading on the West, especially Germany and the U.S., but such scrounging can be laid at the
door of our prime enemy, Diaspora Jewry. These parasites
who, even though they now have their own country, stay
away in droves and batten on the productive nations of
the West. The chief fundraisers for Israel, Diaspora Jewry
is the distorter of our cultural expressions, the perverter of
our moral values and the subverter of our bio-social destiny. That they siphon off our wealth and earmark it for Israel is simply racial loyalty at work.
We must encourage Diaspora Jews to join their Zionist
brothers in the Zionist state. Were all nations to call a brief
halt to business as usual and gather together all their wandering Jews and send them home, more would be done to
secure world peace and prosperity than all the U N could
do in a millennium.
Some opponents of Zionism are wont to call the federal government JOG, rather than ZOG. I think they are
right. ZOG may sound more sinister, but JOG is more
deadly.
As for fellow-traveling Gentile Zionists, those gullible
tools of Diaspora Jewry, once the latter are gone, many of
the former may rediscover their own long-attenuated racial survival instincts and become loyal.
598

False Alarm Question
The question was posed, "Is it more desirable genetically for a young woman of elevated IQ to marry someone
of another race with a matching IQ or to marry a man in
the median range who belongs to her own race?" (August
Backtalk) That reminds me of the reporter asking, "What
would you do, Mr. Duke, if one of your daughters brought
home a black boyfriend?" According to the latest statistics
on racial groupings of Americans in the upper 2% IQ percentile, some 89.5% are of white European ancestry,
0.72% Hispanic, 0.60h black and 9.7% Asian-Pacific. Unless the questioner foresees the flight of a significant number of high IQ white females into the lecherous arms of
Judge Ito and Charlie Chan counterparts, I suggest he has
posed a non-question.
463
Is Hillary One?
Re Instauration's claim (August 1995, p. 22) that Eleanor Roosevelt was a late-blooming lesbian and that Hillary
"has never gone so far as to emulate her heroin's sexual
aberrations," the editor should note p. 41 of Gennifer
Flowers' tattle-tale opus, Passion and Betrayal. Gennifer
informs Bill, "There's something you need to know. I've
been hearing tales around town that Hillary's having a
thing with another woman." In the crudest possible terms,
Bill indicated he knew the rumor was very, very true.
296
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Judge Filemon Vela threw out Texas's
$1.3 million suit against the U.S. government to recover what illegal immigration
has cost the state.
Alfredo deJesus did not live up to his
name when, aided by two other Hispanics, he kidnapped, shot and almost murdered Rev. Mark Schinn, a Russian Orthodox priest in Camden (NJ).

*

The box of Ben & Jerry's Rainbow
Crunch contained the message, "Money
from these nuts will help Brazilian farmers start a nut shelling cooperative." Not
true--95% of the nuts are purchased from
labor-hating Brazilian agribusiness. Cofounder of Ben & Jerry's is Ben Cohen.

*

Accused of sexually assaulting an 18year-old girl he was interviewing for the
job of live-in nanny, Michael Schiff of
Skokie (IL) fled to Israel.

*

The clients of David Weinfeld of Jenkintown (PA) stood to gain mucho dinero
from large settlements he inveigled from
asbestos firms. The hitch was, most of
them never saw the green. Weinfeld
spent almost all of it on a $1.5 million
mansion and various costly gee-gaws.
When time came for the chiseling shyster
to pay up, he declared bankruptcy.

*

Rodolfo Gutierrez of Wheaton (MD)
was given 30 years for mortally stabbing
his girlfriend, Wendy Yupe, 199 times
with an ice pick.

*

The world's most loaded white, Bill
Gates, is paling around with the Hollywood crowd and may soon be joining expartner Paul Allen in subsidizing the Jewish triumvirate of Spielberg, Katzenberg
and Geffen in the group's new pie-in-thesky entertainment venture, Dreamworks.
A; a sign of things to come, the computer
Croesus was recently photographed cradled in the arms of Negro slam-dunker,
Shaquille O'Neal.

*

A recent winner of a "genius grant" of
the MacArthur Foundation was Adrienne
Rich, the Jewish poetess, who versified
about Beethoven as "A man in terror of
impotence/or infertility, not knowing the
difference."

*

Elizabeth Holtzman, one of the most
permissive of female politicians, was robbed by two teenage blacks at 7:00 p.m.
at the relatively safe New York City street
corner of E. 28th St. and Park Ave.

*

Fawn Hall, who blew the whistle on
Ollie North in the Iran-Contra trial, is a
recovering crack addict. She is married to
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Danny Sugerman, another drug addict
claiming to be on the mend.

*

Reporters Karen Kaplan and Sallie Hofmeister listed the 2 4 moguls who run
Hollywood. Twenty-two, possibly 23, of
them are Jewish.

*

Two foot doctors, Lee Frankel and Jonathan Siegel of Monmouth Co. (NJ),were
indicted for defrauding patients and insurance companies of $200,000, $1 11,000
of which they billed for surgery and medical procedures that were purely mythical.

*

Henry Tillman, a black boxer who won
an Olympic Gold Medal in 1984, hoped
the award would cancel entries in his rap
sheet that included drug dealing and
grand theft. Alas, his hopes were dashed
in July when he pleaded guilty to credit
card fraud.

*

In a slander suit in Fulton Co. (GA), Superior Court Judge Thelma Moore ordered Nigerian church elders to pay six Nigerian immigrants more than $3 million.
The elders had called the plaintiffs witches, one of whom was accused of "sailing
through the air to wreak havoc on peoples' lives." In Nigeria, until 1978, witches were stoned to beath.

*

Dr. Robert Gallo claimed he discovered the AlDS virus without giving any
credit to the French researchers who actually made the discovery. Last summer the
U.S. Public Health Service dropped its
case against the self-serving Jew, who
never distributed samples of his virus and
who downplayed the AlDS research of
several American scientists.

*

*

Heidi Fleiss, the most notorious of the
present crop of Hollywood madams, was
handed three years for running a stable of
call girls. Later she was found guilty of
money laundering and income tax invasion, which may add four more years to
her stay behind bars. Her Jewish father,
who shared some of her take, pleaded
guilty to a lesser charge.

*

A serial killer is on the loose in New
Orleans. So far the death toll adds up to
17 black women, two white women, four
black men and one white man. The
naked bodies-all the women were apparently prostitutes-were dumped into a
nearby swamp.

*

Newt Cingrich told a convocation of
the National PAC, the pro-Israel political
action committee with the mostest, that
the only bill he sponsored since becoming House Speaker was the one to move
the U.S. Embassy to Jerusalem, a move
that would please the Israelis no end, but
would mightily displease the world's one
billion Muslims.

*

In order to reduce divorce in Orthodox
Jewish households, the Shalom Bayis Organization recommends concubines. Shalom Bayis claims there is a difference between mistresses and concubines. The
latter, not the former, can live in the
couple's home.

*

Bernie Lazar Hoffman (aka Tony Alamo), the onetime country singer who affected hideous rhinestone-encrusted threads,
is now serving time for cheating the IRS
out of $2.2 million in taxes.

*

After making a wrong turn in Richmond (CA), Ray McCarthy was quickly
surrounded by a swarm of cursing blacks.
One pulled out a gun and shot him in the
left side, shot his five-year-old son in the
right eye and shot his eight-year-old
daughter in the cheek and mouth.

Not too many hours after hoopster Derrick Coleman was arrested for disorderly
conduct and making a violent commotion
outside a Detroit nightclub, city police
chief Isaiah McKinnon, a fellow black, stood
beside him at a press conference and
called him "a very good person."

AT&T and American Express, desperate
to cozy up to homos, have mailed out
thousands of brochures with photos of
three smiling, affectionate couples: an allmale, an all-female and a traditional male
and female duo. The mailing greatly
pleased Susan Horowitz, a professional
lesbian. "Very often we march down Fifth
Ave. in a protest, but now Madison Ave.
is marching down to Greenwich Village
to find us."

Bodies in Paradise Memorial Park, Santa Fe Springs (CA), the first black-owned
cemetery in the West, were dug up and
dumped in a dirt pile so the graves could
be resold.

*

*

*

The surgeon who amputated the wrong
leg of a patient in a Tampa (FL) hospital
and later amputated a patient's toe without his consent, Dr. Rolando Sanchez,
has finally had his license suspended.

promoting and hiring minorities, women,
Vietnam war veterans and disabled persons.
#

The Lesbian and Gay Congressional
Staff Assn. suffered a 40% loss in membership following the Republican election
sweep in 1993.

Enrollment in the 625 Jewish day
schools in the U.S. has tripled in the last
30 years-from
60,000 to 181,000.
Growth i s attributed to Jewish yuppies,
who abandoned Judaism for hippiedom
in the 60s, and are now returning to Abraham's bosom.

ical secretary, records technician. The 10
most stressful: U.S. President, firefighter,
senior corporate executive, race car driver, taxi driver, surgeon, astronaut, police
officer, NFL football player, air traffic
controller.
#

#

#

331,484 people in the U.S. speak Hindi; 102,418 Gujarathi; 50,005 Panjabi;
38,101 Bengali; 14,755 Marathi.

No Jews died or were severely injured
in the Oklahoma blast. A dozen or so
Jewish lawyers had offices on the south
side of the building, the side that escaped
devastation.

In 1994 females comprised 18% of
new U.S. AIDS cases; in 1984 only 6%.
#

#

Every month Rosie Watson, a Louisiana Negress, picks up 9 welfare checks,
which add up to a tidy yearly sum of
$46,716 in tax-free income. In addition to
her own check, $458 goes to each of her
7 children whose performance in school
fails to measure up to "age-appropriate
behavior." Parents like Rosie encourage
their children do poorly in class so they
won't lose these precious monthly
checks. Rosie's husband, who weighs 386
pounds, is also on the dole.

8.4% of U.S. households are foreign
born and receive 13.1% of all welfare
money.

#

The Libertarian Party boasts 13,000
dues-paying members, 40% of them
twenty-something types of Generation X.
The party has a mixed-bag platform that
opposes big government, is manic about
privatization, supports open-door immigration, is pro-choice and adamant against
punishing marijuana inhalers.
#

The per capita welfare bill of the District of Columbia is $1,I56, more dollars
than handed out by any state. New York
State, which coughs up $1,019, comes in
second in per capita welfare payoffs.
#

1 out of 4 non-Hispanics and 3 out of 4
Hispanics in the U.S. are Catholics.
#

1,321,000 Mexican illegals are currently living it up in the U.S. So are 327,000
Salvadorans and 129,000 Guatemalans.
(Census Bureau estimate)
#

The Defense Dept. shelled out more
than $42,000 to send 25 high-ranking officers and civilians staffers to the July
NAACP convention in Minneapolis-at a
time when the Pentagon travel budget is
being sharply cut.
#

The 10 worst jobs, according to the Job
Rated Almanac: lumberjack, cowboy,
construction worker, dancer, roustabout,
taxi driver, fisherman, roofer, auto painter, seaman. The 10 best: computer systems analyst, actuary, software engineer,
accountant, mathematician, computer programmer, paralegal, parole officer, med-

#

In ironic contrast to the news that Idaho i s becoming a den of white racists and
retired L.A. cops, the state i s the fastestgrowing market in the country for blacks.
#

3.4% of the babies born in the U.S. in
1989 were mixlings.
#

Al Dunlap, the cost-cutting CEO of
Scott Paper for 15 months, will make
about $92 million from Scott's merger
with Kimberly Clark, another paper products octopus. Dunlap will receive $20
million for not working for a rival company, $60 million in stock options, $12 million in salary. Not bad for l.3 years' work.

#

442,961 cars were stolen in the U.S. in
1994.

#

Some 100 chunks and slices of Einstein's brain, each tagged and numbered,
are in the possession of retired pathologist, Dr. Thomas Harvey of Lawrence
(KS). After inspecting 314s of this gray
matter, Harvey concluded that Bombfather's brain is nothing to get excited
about. He says it looks like anyone else's.
#

9 students at Thomas Jefferson, a magnet school on the outskirts of Washington
(DC), got 1600, the top SAT score, last
April, although only 1 student answered
every question correctly. Such skewed results are produced by the newly "recentered" SATs, revised and devised to let
minority students get much higher scores
than they deserve.

#

#

Simpson's black shyster, JohnnieCochran, is rumored to be getting a $500,000
lump sum for striving to have his murderous client acquitted. Robert Shapiro
draws down $100,000 a month, out of
which he pays an undisclosed per diem
fee to F. Lee Bailey, who first played the
race card in the Simpson trial. As of June,
Los Angeles County has shelled out $6.1
million for the legal tour de farce.
#
According to Jewish columnist, William Safire, the 50 states are now home to
5.5 million Jews, who comprise 2.3% of
the population, compared to 4% a half
century ago. The trouble is, Safire cannot
handle arithmetic. 260,000,000 x .023%
equals 5,980,000, not 5.5 million. Safire
attributes the decline to 1 out of 2 Jews
marrying out, only 1 out of 20 of the partners converting and less than 112 of the
children being brought up in a Chosen
environment.

Last year armed Mexican gangs, 50 or
more strong, committed 700 hit-and-run
robberies of Southern Pacific Railroad
freight trains.

#

In spite of all the hue and cry about reforming or ending affirmative action, current federal law mandates that companies
employing more than 50 people and having federal contracts in excess of $50,000
must establish "goals and timetables" for

#

On average, Americans move 11.7
times in their lifetime.
#
Most illegals enter the U.S., not on foot
from Mexico, but on ships and airplanes.
They come equipped with temporary
tourist and student visas. Once they're
here, they "forget" to go home.
#

Long live usury! The typical credit card
holder charges $2,750 a year and pays
$315 in interest.
#

Elephants spend an average of 1 hour
42 minutes conceiving a baby elephant.
Hippopotami take 1 hour and 20 minutes.
#

$2.6 trillion of the $5 trillion U.S. public debt ($20,000 per American) is held
by U.S. banks, insurance companies, pension funds and other institutions, and a
small number of individuals. $1.1 trillion
of the paper is owed to foreigners. $1.3
billion is held by the U.S. government,
most in the Social Security Trust Fund.
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probably do it. That doesn't mean I
would. It's not high on my "to-do" list.
Likewise, I can't imagine that disposing
of a bunch of Jews was at the top of
ler's "to-do" list. He chased them out of
the banks, law offices and newspapers.
That was the main thing. Arthur Butz's assertion that the existence of gas chambers
is irrelevant because the Six Million count
could not possibly stand up after being
submitted to demographic analysis is a
point well taken. Holocaust revisionists
should mention i t more often on altrevisionism.
85 0

~ i c

Mother Love
Joy Glassman of Mt. Shasta (CA) has a son
who is a firefighter. To boost his career
and get him more money (seasonal firefighters are given additional pay for extinguishing more than the average number
of blazes), firebug Mama Glassman may
have set as many as five fires.

will be grist for Jewish anti-Arab propaganda mills. Among other things, Jews are
up in arms about the $500 million earmarked for Arafat's rump government
over the next few years. The American
taxpayer, they moan, shouldn't be burdened like this. Can you believe it?
802

Judge Not Lest..

Clintoniana
*In July one of President Clinton's
closest friends and former #3 man at the
Justice Dept., Webster Hubbell, started
serving his 21 -month sentence for stealing $482,410 from clients of Little Rock's
Rose Law Firm, where Hillary used to
hang her shingle.
In his book, Growing Up Clinton,
Roger, the First Half-Brother, relates how
his father tried to stab his mother with a
pair of scissors. He also elaborates on his
18-month stint in jail for cocaine dealing,
on his attempts at suicide and on his altercations with Bill who would shake him
violently by the collar and yell, "You're
sick, you're sick." Roger, who claims to
be a very close friend of Barbra Streisand,
declares the 42nd President should be
forgiven for maybe having smoked "a
joint 25 years ago."
,When she met Sir Edmund Hillary on
her tour of Southeast Asia last spring, the
First Lady informed him that her mother
had named her in his honor when she
first read about him in 1947. In that year,
however, the first man to set foot on the
summit of Mt. Everest was a humble, unknown beekeeper. So how was it possible
for the mother of the President's wife to
have known about him? "Was she a secret subscriber to a New Zealand beekeeper's magazine?" wrote New Zealand
columnist, Pat booth.

.

Federal Judge Kimba Wood, who came
within a hair's breath of being Clinton's
Attorney General, is estranged from her
Jewish husband, Time magazine scribbler
Michael Kramer. The "other woman" in a
sordid divorce case involving a centimillionaire financier and his vengeful wife,
Judge Wood was responsible for letting
off America's and perhaps history's
biggest financial crook, Michael Milken,
with little more than a wrist-slapping prison sentence.

Unmourned Movie Maker
Hollywood producer David Begelman,
who kept his $200,000-a-year movie job
after stealing $61,000 from Columbia Pictures and forging the names of film stars
to five-figure checks, committed suicide
in August, leaving his blonde fourth wife
a mountain of debt. For exposing Begelman's sins, Majority actor Cliff Robertson
was practically ostracized by the allpowerful coterie of Jewishfilm magnates.

Cooling It

N e Secrets from Jews

The Conference of Presidents of American Jewish Organizations is drafting a
plea for civility and restraint from "verbal
or physical violence" in internal debate.
The action came after an Israeli official
was assaulted by a fanatic Zionist at a
breakfast gathering in Zoo City last spring
during preliminary celebrations for the
Salute to Israel Parade.

Clinton has slapped a secret classification
on a report on the PLO's finances completed in June by the General Accounting
Office. Jews are yammering "cover-up!"
Rand Fishbein, former aide to Senator lnouye and the author of Senator
D'Amato's bill to crack down on American aid to the PLO, cried, "Are they such
apologists for the PLO that they can't
make this public?"
I find this Chosen fuss rib-tickling. Few
secret government reports ever get issued
without one or two Chosenites first sneaking a peek. No doubt the GAO report
contains info damaging to the PLO and

Just because the Germans could have
done it (from a technological point of
view) doesn't mean they actually did it.
Just because the Germans could have
done it and may also have wanted to do
it (motive or desire) doesn't mean they actually did it.
I like to fantasize about breaking into
an ADL spymaster's house and going
through his papers. With a little forethought, research, stealth and care (and
armed with a few gadgets and techniques
from Loompanics or Paladin), I could
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Holocaust Musings

Dole, an Anti-Semite?
An unauthorized biography of Senator
Dole, Senator For Sale, criticizes the aging pol for being a fair-weather friend of
Israel, who harbored feelings of "envy
and resentment" towards ~ews.The author is Stanley Hilton, Dole's former Senate counsel. One chapter i s entitled,
"Summer Soldier for Israel: From Staunch
Supporter to Angry Critic." Hilton indicates that Dole turned against Israel in
1988, after discovering he had received a
paucity of "Jewish money" in his failed
presidential bid. But he changed his tune
this year when "a stampede of Jewish
moneymen" signed on to his 1996 presidential campaign.

Dees Digresses
Last year in a letter to Janet Reno, Morris
Seligman Dees, the noted enemy of the
white race, which happens to be his race,
wrote there were 33 militias in the U.S.
Now he says there are 227. On top of this
hyperbole the Montgomery Advertiser
caught Dees in a typically Deesian fabrication. As head of the Southern Poverty
Law Center, he likes to boast how he
managed to bankrupt the Metzgers in a
trial in which he claimed their publications and activities had inspired skinheads to murder an Ethiopian. He adumbrates how he told the jury in the trial of
the great contributions made by blacks,
especially Colin Powell, to victory in the
Gulf War. The problem i s that the Metzgers' trial ended in October 1990, while
the Gulf War didn't start until January
1991, three months later. So how could
Dees, unless he is a clairvoyant, tell a
jury that disbanded before the beginning
of the Gulf War about the glorious acts of
minorities in that war?

Grovelling Core
Of the current crop of pro-Israel pols,
none i s more pro than the Veep. In July,
Gore was horrified when informed by his

good buddy, Martin Peretz, the editor/
owner of the Zionist New Republic, that
one of his speechwriters had written a
word or two contemptuous of Israel in a
book review. Robert Marius, a Harvard
professor, was immediately stricken from
Gore's payroll. No doubt Gore will continue posing as the world's greatest champion of free speech. The higher a politico
gets in the American power structure, the
less he is burdened with principles. It's
the law of current politics.

Some Places Toughen Up
Crime is down in Virginia. The Old Dominion's Governor, George Allen, is making things hot for the Hottentots by such
measures as mandatory prison sentences,
more and bigger jails, a law authorizing
concealed weapons and drastic cutbacks
in public welfare. Aimed at encouraging
the freeloaders to take a hike, few taxpaying Virginians complain.
Way Down East in Lobsterland, the
state of Maine has long practiced the Virginia Way. Shiftless drifters are encouraged to shift out. Welfare i s a commodity
hard to come by. The end result is a state
which has a very low minority count.
Anti-minorityism also' prevails in the
seaside villages of North Carolina. The
town of Oriental, for example, i s said to
hold racially segregated county fairs and
to insist that minorities leave town by
nightfall. Fancy that!
I.H.

Individualism Be Damned
In 1992 the Ford Motor Co. inaugurated
its Continuous Improvement Recognition
System. Any employee who comes up
with what he thinks is a good idea reports
to a special officer who helps him assemble a collective of his co-workers. Thirty
or 40 days later the idea is evaluated. If it
is accepted, the collective is awarded
points good for trips, Ford products and
other prizes, all to be equally divided.
The originator of the idea gets no extra
consideration.
Idea incentive programs generally pay
their way handsomely in most corporations, without requiring the originators to
collectivize. Though the word "collective"
appears nowhere in a Reader's Digest
Uune 1995) article about CIRS, the author, David Mazie, seems enchanted with
the concept. To anyone versed in Soviet
management practices, it sounds chillingly
familiar.

Hoax Nipped in the Bud
The Nation is probably the most antiMajority of all publications in the U.S.
Recently i t attempted to push its antiwhite

racism to new heights or depths. Editor
Victor Navasky, a Chosenite of the old
school, attempted to come up with a
"newly discovered" Lee Atwater memo
that would provide scads of political ammunition to fire against conservatives and
rightists. His would-be forgery was discovered when a fax ended up at the wrong
address. The fax also revealed a proposal
by Richard Lingeman, another Nation
honcho, to set up a phony right-wing
foundation to espouse farout causes that
would make conservatives look like idiots.

They're Out Again in Force
The newest icon of the liberal-minority
coalition is Abu-Jamal. A sudden rebirth
of the old radical chic crew has managed
to get the black cop killer's execution
date postponed. Leading figures in this
exculpatory blitz are Whoopi Goldberg,
Paul Newman, Spike Lee, E.L. Doctorow,
Alice Walker, Garry Wills, Oliver Stone,
Norman Mailer, Susan Sarandon, Maya
Angelou, William Styron, Ed Asner, Salmon
Rushdie and, last but not least, Stephen
Jay Gould. Regarding Mailer, if memory
does not deceive, he was the Jewish buttinsky most responsible for springing halfbreed Jack Abbott from prison so he
could go out and murder again, as he
promptly did.

Queer Scam
The Tacoma (WA) media went into an apoplectic fit about what was described as
the worst hate crime in the city's history.
Two fairies and a lesbian claimed that
their rented home had been vandalized to
the tune of almost $80,000 by homobashing bigots. When the smoke cleared,
it turned out that the queers themselves
had been the vandals. They had figured
their wholesale trashing would allow them
to collect a stack of insurance money.

Marxism, stealing nuclear secrets and producing such fine, upstanding citizens as
Michael Milken and Ivan Boesky?)

Black Times Acomin'
The hyper hype that kicked off Colin
Powell's book tour (and
.
,residential run)
was a clear signal of the utter perversity
of the media, if not of the American people as a whole. Powell was skipped over
several more qualified white generals to
get the post of Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs, the top spot in the U.S. military.
His ~rinciwalaualification was the color
of hi's skin: whi'ch remains his main qualification for the presidency. It was General
Norman Schwarzkopf, not Powell, who
won the Gulf War. But since Schwarzkopf is white, he's out of the running.
It was inevitable that some Negro
would seek the highest office in the land
and that vast numbers of etiolated whites
would rush to support him, even before
he had decided which party he would
grace with his presence.
Playing on his one great political plus,
his hybrid genes, Powell keeps boasting
about his mixed ancestry, his white relations, his negritude, his drops of Jewish
blood and his smattering of Yiddish.
So far the leaders of both parties have
failed to criticize him. Like Caesar's wife,
he is above reproach, a man devoid of
defects, a mulatto divinity.
In recent years it has become obvious
that the U.S. is turning black. Is it surprising that a country turning black would
turn to a black president? The time may
still be out of joint for a President Powell
in 1996. But the time may be ripe in the
year 2001 for a President JesseJackson to
move into the renamed Black House.
God help us all!

JewishAchievers
The Litigation Group, based in Washington (DC), has the habit of suing government agencies at the drop of a hat, particularly when health, environmental and
economic issues are in dispute. The group
is headed by David Vladeck, grandson of
Russian revolutionary Baruch Vladeck.
David's brother heads the Health Care
Finance Administration. Sister Anne lawyers for civil rights and unions. David
boasts of having played a major part in
defeating the nomination of Robert Bork
to the Supreme Court. Half the attorneys
of the Litigation Group are Jewish. "Deep
down in the Jewish psyche," Vladeck
intones, "there i s something that impels
us to achieve goals which we feel are socially important." (Such as inventing
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Shrinks in the News
Harvard psychiatrist John Mack gained his ten nanoseconds of fame after publishing his book, Abduction, in which he
seriously considers the tales of people
who claim to have been kidnapped by
space aliens. After more than a year of
closed-door hearings, Harvard officials
disclosed that Mack will not be disciplined for his "way out" pursuits.
@Forimplanting false memories in the
mind of a patient, a jury ordered Dr.
Diane Humenansky to pay Vynnette Hamanne $2.5 million. The psychiatrist tried
to convince Hamanne that she had once
been involved in a satanic ritual in which
her grandmother busied herself stirring up
a caldron of dead babies.
@CatherineMacKinnon, the off-the-wall
feminist, may or may not marry Jeffrey
Masson, Jewish author of When Elephants
Weep: The Emotional Lives of Animals.
Mason, an ex-shrink, was kicked out of
the International Psychoanalytical Association for writing books bashing psychiacry. MacKinnon and Masson cite as their
mutual interests: the Holocaust and "outrage at atrocities." Masson is now writing a
book on how German psychiatrists helped develop extermination methods for
prisoners in concentration camps.
@Dr.Jules Masserman lost his license
after being charged with sexually molesting women patients. He addicted one to
the barbiturate, Amytal, then raped her
when she was knocked out. Masserman,
no ordinary Freudian, is the past president of the American Psychiatric Assn.

Canine Eugenics
The border collie is a utilitarian farm dog
used to herd sheep and occasionally cattle. Collies are considered reliable and intelligent animals, with the smartest of
them responding correctly to as many as
50 different commands, such as arm signaling, whistles and the spoken word.
Open competitions are held yearly to select the brightest dogs of every variety for
breeding stock. This involves none of the
American Kennel Club beauty contest criteria, such as tail curl radius or fur patterns. It is purely and simply an ability
test. Any smart and ambitious dog, even a
cur, is given the chance to outscore a border collie. As a result of such generous
rules, border collies might be expected to
have become a motley and nondescript
lot over the years. Oddly, this has not
happened. Border collies have looked
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and performed the same for the past 100
years or more, thanks to having open and
honest competition unwarped by affirmative action.
208

The Last Wall
In a relatively rare moment of total candor, Martin Luther King Jr. once acknowledged that the emotional bedrock underlying the opposition of the South to civil

@Whatis going on in advertising this
day is not pushing the envelope; it is retracting the envelope. Calvin Klein's clothing ads can only be described as child
pornography.

Travails of a Negrophile
American Renaissance, the well-written
and interestingly heretical monthly (P.O.
Box 1674, Louisville, KY 40201), carried
a story in its September issue about a
manic Jewish supporter of civil rights,
who continued his support after hamfisted blacks rewarded his life-long work for
their race by demanding money. At one
time they actually threatened him with death if
he didn't pay up. It's
hard to say who were
the more debased, the
blackmailing blacks or
the applecart-upsetting
lew who fed his innate
hatred of non-Jewish
whites by working night
and day to empower
l.l..,.l,.-

King savvied what whites feared most

rights and racial integration was white
Southerners' fear and loathing of miscegenation. It is surely true that the Negro
question remains utterly intractable because of its foundation in sociobiology
and genetics, while public policy and
opinion treats it as a matter of legal quibbling and tendentious moralizing. Resistors to the civil rights' demands of the Negro recognized early on that if society
tore down every formal barrier between
the two races, the sexual one would fall
as well. Although the collapse of that final, decisive barrier could hardly be expected to trouble the likes of Rev. King,
whose foul personal life provided plentiful testimony as to where he stood on this
matter, it was and continues to be profoundly troubling to tens of millions of
Majority members, who realize that they
have absolutely nothing to gain by such
sexual encounters.

Bye-Bye Us
Branding, as a form of body decoration, is beginning to catch on in the lower
depths of the New York and San Francisco populace.
@ A$2.5-million, 35,000-sq.-ft. Hindu
temple is abuilding in central Texas.
@Thefaces on Mt. Rushrnore are 60 feet
high. The statue of Crazy Horse, which is
taking shape nearby, if completed on
schedule in 1998, will be 531 feet high.
The statue is the brainchild of the late
non-Indian sculptor, Koruak Ziolkowski.

UIdLKS.

Minorities at Work
The mockery of professionalism which
surrounds the employment of huge numbers of unqualified minorities in the federal establishment has been an ongoing fact
since the days of LBJ. It took a monumental
leap forward in the time of Jimmy Carter.
Today blacks organize only for their own
racial benefit. Latinos, jealous of the advantages gained by blacks (over whites),
pound their bosses' desks for equal opportunity promotions. In the era of Bill
Clinton, they get them. A Latino engineer
who works near me has become such a
racial firebrand that he obtains frequent
equal opportunity business vacations in
his south Texas homeland. where he visits his friends and relations on the agency
expense account. In the cavernous office
building in which I work, black secretaries spend much of their morning hours
jogging through the halls as part of their
participation in a program of personal
health improvement designed by our Personnel D e ~ t Assisted
.
bv Walkmans and
supported by mountains of junk food
transported in greasy hands, these unproductive ladies define the very essence of
cynicism compounded by stupidity. Back
at the computer, they devote themselves
slavishly to games and puzzles installed
at their bosses' behest. Inquiries made
about this gambit receive this precise response: At least it keeps them at their
desks.
220

Waspishly Yours
Were lnstaurationists as shocked as I was at the naivete
of all those Okies? "Why us?" they wailed. Us-the pure
heartland of America, us who have finally lost our innocence.
Those Okies struck me as being as thick as oaks. Loss
of innocence? Better late than never. Welcome to the
nightmare. After Barbie Dolls comes the world of dybbuks.
Even allowing for shock, I was whacked by the bewildered TV wail of the oakie-built woman who wanted to
know: Why? Why would anybody want to harm America,
especially the semi-hard heartland?
Even if she had never heard of Sartre, Camus or Kierkegaard, wouldn't the belly-button of the Bible Belt ("a woman's belly is like a mound of wheat") ever have pushed the
play-button on the tapes for the books of Job and/or Ecclesiastes?
Had she never heard of Beirut? O f the 29,000 casualties the Israelis, our kosher hitmen, inflicted in the Lebanon in 19821 Had she already forgotten the 300 women
and children we incinerated with one "smart" bomb in the
dumb war called Desert Strum und Dreck? A bomb so
smart that it couldn't distinguish Saddam Hussein from a
shelter crammed with innocent children and their Muslim
mamas?
Was that wailing Okie woman dumbstruck by the grief
of the helpless Iraqi fathers and husbands victimized by
Hussein in a desert slaughter designed to safeguard Zapata
Oil and Israel?
Had she never heard of how in 1953 we and the British .deposed the democratically elected Prime Minister
Mossadegh of Iran and replaced him with our shabby
Shah, a brute who squandered billions to buy from Boeing, so that we, in gratitude, rented him our killer CIA to
train his killer SAVAK in the subtleties of torture and the
gentler arts of forceful Farsi persuasion? Quite a farce indeed. And in the closing days of the Shah's 26-year reign,
how long did it take the students to outdo their masters in
the rigors of rape and the rack, in the mysteries of disinformation and mind control?
Had she ever heard of how we deposed the democratically elected pinko Arbenz in Guatemala in 1953 and imposed the murderous military regime still in power there?
Had she ever heard of Vietnam?
Had she ever heard of how we created Israel and of
how we have nurtured this killer excrescence in the heartland (like Oklahoma) of the Muslim world?
Just how innocent could this sturdy Oakie have been?
And how responsible is our AshkeNazi media for her "innocence?" And what is the difference between innocence
and indifference?

So what did she mean by "Why?" O f course one is
shocked and appalled; of course one's heart is wrenched
by the parents' pleas. But if you want to know "Why?,
look for the answer in current history.
Don't the chickens in Oklahoma ever come home to
roost? Doesn't the heartland also have a heart? Why did
that building in Okie City remind so many of what happened in West Beirut?
Shocked! Indeed I was flabbergasted by the Israeli offer
of help in our hour of need. Could anything have been
more cynical? It was like Jack the Ripper offering a transfusion of Hepatitis B to one of his favorite victims-an offer
to return the drops of blood he sucked out over the past
four decades. It was like a tapeworm offering his favorite
host a meal. Could anything have been more self-serving?
It was like a rapist offering a condom after making his victim a gift of AIDS.
Do these people have any shame at all? A Jew interviewed in Tel Aviv said, "Now the Americans know how
the Jews feel." Has that Jew already forgotten the U.S.S.
Liberty?The 241 Marines blown up in the Lebanon?(Have
we?) And who blew up the King David Hotel?
But after 45 years of relentless propaganda and indoctrination with Zionitis, how could Americans help but
know how the Jews feel?
A better question is: Do Americans know how the Palestinians feel? The Nicarauguans, the Iranians, the Lebanese, the Bosnian Serbs?
Does that wailing woman know why the American media first wanted so desperately to blame the bombing on
Hezbollah and ama as? And why howling Wolf Blitzer
suggested Middle Eastern "terrorists" might have hired
white men to do their dirty work?
As soon as the finger was pointed at "home-grownn terrorists, why were the media so quick to indict the Michigan Militia? Why are Jews like Charles Schumer and Arlen Specter now so anxious to bestow more Constitutioncracking, door-busting privileges on the FBI? Is it so that
they can infiltrate those 24-carat Americans of the ADL?
Those pipe-bombing Americans of the JDL? Why should
the FBI need to spy on anyone, when private dual loyalists
like Morris Dees and Abraham Foxman are doing it for
them so willingly?
Who is really responsible for the innocence that caused that woman to wail, "Why?"
A better question might be: Why not, my dear lady?
You have finally lost your barrel-oak virginity. The ceremony of innocence has been drowned in the bomb-ticking
waters of Realpolitik.
V.S. STINGER
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Occasionally, manna does drop from heaven on
TV-land. Phil Donahue has been excised from the fall
schedule of WNBC (New York), the NBC network's
most important outlet. Unfortunately, this doesn't
mean that minority-pandering demagogues are not
thriving in other parts of the continent, particularly in
Cincinnati, where a Chosenite who goes by the nom
de smear of Carmine Guzman holds forth on superstation WLW. A tankcar of Tide would be insufficient
to clean out the mouth of this agit-propper, who directs many of his poisonous barbs at the man whom
he calls "the biggest gangster, the biggest hood, the
biggest punk of them all-the Pope." Guzman boasts
he was raised by "left-wi ng, sandal-wearing, Cesar
Chavez-adoring beatniks on the Lower East Side." In
addition to hating Catholics, he has no love for
"Bible-thumping, sexually challenged, pseudo pilgrims. . . . I've had it with these Christian fanatics." It
is no surprise that Guzman also hates WASPs, whom
he describes as sexually inhibited misogynists. And
he is not content with just hating: "We need a little
blood in the streets. We'll start with Indian Hill [an
affluent Cincinnati suburb] and we're going to finish
downtown."
The media call Guzman a left-wing Limbaugh. If
Rush, for whom Instauration has minimal affection,
said one-tenth as much about the Chosen as Guzman
says about Christians, he would be off the ether in a
split second. The talk show protocol in broadcasting
is that when right-wingers hate, it is pure and simple
hate. When liberals and minorityites hate, it's democratic criticism.
Roseanne, in the New Yorker (July 17), revealed
that her grandmother, who lost all her relatives in the
Holocaust, ran an apartment house for survivors and
"lived in constant fear of being exterminated." If people knocked on the door, Mama would haul the kids
down to the basement. Roseanne claims she grew up
believing that if anyone found out her family was
Jewish, they'd all be killed.
The Simpson trial, which one lnstaurationist has
correctly identified as a tour de farce, had nothing to
do with justice or law, but everything to do with
race, so much so that it can be tagged as a racial sitcom. The villain was not the murderer of a white
floosie and her Jewish gofer, but a detective of ostensibly German descent who had been transformed into
the most evil character in modern history- after Hitler,
of course. The similarity in the first syllables of the
two names triggers the intriguing subconscious comparison of Fuhrman with Fuhrer.
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A look at the brigade of lawyers on both sides, as
well as the presiding judge, brings to mind a racial
menagerie that has room for every living creature but
WASPs. Ironically it is the body of law developed by
the WASPs' ancestors that is being corrupted and perverted on a minute-by-minute basis by shysters for
the prosecution and defense. The only sympathetic
person in the lot is Marcia Clark, herself a Jewess, but
practically an Aryan goddess in comparison with the
other attorneys in the case.
Without question, the most despicable player is
F. Lee Bailey, one of the biggest drunks in the legal
profession who served as the defense's principal
hatchet man. It was he, a renegade white if there ever
was one, who first dealt the race card in a courtroom
and city that quiver and quake at any mention of
race. The shame and obloquy heaped on the L.A. Police Dept, was enough to incite the cops to go on
strike and let the Beverly Hills folk defend themselves
against the encroaching jungle.
Amid the overkill of anti-police propaganda it apparently never once occurred to television reporters,
commentators and anchors as to why the police act
so brutally. It's the. only way the officers have of
keeping themselves alive and sane. People thrust in a
cage with apes sooner or later go ape. It's a law of
nature.
Did it ever occur to the media that the best way
to improve the behavior of the police would be to
improve the behavior of Los Angeles blacks? Never a
word of this, however, from the mouths of Dan, Tom
and Peter.
The trial of Mark Fuhrrnan-let's call it by its right
name-had no time for evidence that might explain
and mitigate the actions of the L.A.P.D. Even when
cops get killed, as they do all the time, the killings
are blamed on "society" not on the killers them-

selves, not on the subhumans who make heroes out
of the likes of 0.1. Simpson. If history repeats, we
may be sure that before the animals make it to Beverly Hills and Be1 Air, the millionaire film moguls who
specialize in damning and degrading cops everywhere will pull up stakes, quit their million-dollar
mansions and make it to greener pastures. There, in
obeisance to their genes, they will do their best once
again to turn everything they touch into a .physical,
mental and moral wasteland.
The incessant and ever noisier minority campaign
to denigrate the few talented Majority members, past
and present, in the realm of television has now focused on the late Gene Roddenberry, the creator of
Star Trek, one of the few TV shows that can be described as even faintly uplifting. In a new biography
of Roddenberry, Joel Engel portrays him as a lying,
maundering drunk, who pretended to be the author
of material he swiped from his writers. If and when
Engel gets around to penning bios of Howard Stern or
Roseanne, they will doubtless be more flattering.
Brett Butler, a down-home, ex-alcoholic gal from
Georgia, is the star of the ABC sitcom, Grace Under
Fire. Since her arrival in Hollywood, she advertises
herself as no longer a Southern grits and biscuit eater,
but as a limousine liberal who disapproves of conservatives "who rule out everyone who doesn't fit their
image. It's a God-goyim-sex-racist thing," she says.
Ms. Butler is a quick study.
In HBO's Happily Ever Aftec Fairy Tales for Every
Child, Cinderella is presented as an Hispanic and
Snow White as a redskin princess. Jack in the Bean
Stalk is black and all the characters in Little Red Riding Hood, including the squirrels, have epicanthic
folds.

From 230. Brother Dominic, the monk who reproduced 500 illuminated manuscripts on the famous
Xerox commercial, is actually Jack Eagle, a Catskills
Yiddish comedian with an impeccable leftist pedigree and a wife who belongs to the ADL. Asked by
Orthodox Jews why he dressed up in monk's garb for
the spot, he answered in Yiddish, "Fun ein got ken
men nit makhn a lebn." (You can't make a living
from just one god.")
From Zip 121. During the visit of Pakistan's Prime
Minister Benazir Bhutto to the U.S., she was subjected to an interview with Margaret Warner of the MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour, who grilled her about the in-

creasing violence in Karachi, which now has a population of well over 10 million. More than a thousand
residents were killed in the past year, mainly the result of Sunni-Shiite rivalry. The lady prime minister
calmly fielded Warner's questions, which by their
tone suggested that Pakistan might well be on the
brink of total chaos. For my money there was a certain bitter irony in Warner questioning Bhutto about
municipal violence in a studio located in Washington
(DC), a city of 606,900 people which averages more
than 400 murders a year. On a per capita basis, even
in its present turmoil, Karachi is a far safer place than
the District of Columbia-or
indeed any American
metro area with a large Negro population. Had Bhutto brought up the death toll of urban America, turning the tables on Warner and intimating that American society was "falling apart," she would have been
a lot closer to the truth.
The remainder of the interview focused on the
question of Pakistan's nuclear weapons program, a
source of contention between the U.S. and Pakistan
for the past several years. Bhutto assured Warner that
her country had no plans to acquire nuclear weapons, though she qualified her statement by referring
to the inherent ambiguity in her position, given that
India had already developed an A-bomb. In her questioning, Ms. Warner maintained the fiction that U.S.
concern about Pakistan's nuclear program was solely
based on its opposition to nuclear proliferation. The
fact is, Washington's concern about Pakistan's nuclear activities is not quite so lofty and principled. The
main reason Pakistan was carved out of the Indian
subcontinent in 1947 was the Islamic religion. Accordingly we never stop hearing about the Pakis' nuclear ambitions being geared to the creation of an "Islamic Bomb," a weapon that makes the folks in Tel
Aviv awfully fidgety.
Jenny Jones (real surname Stronski) got a lot of
media heat when a guest on her show was surprised
to learn that his "secret admirer" was a fag, whom a
few days later the offended guest shot and killed. Although that show may well have been the most conspicuous of Jones crimes against decency and good
taste, on a more recent program I watched some
black dude deny he was the father of the children of
two different women. At that point some eerie combination of my knowledge of Jones and her producers'
proclivity for maximum sensationalism, plus my eternally vigilant racial sixth sense, gave me a distinctly
uneasy feeling. A moment later the camera pulled
back to reveal two white girls who claimed the honor
of being the mother of his children.
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Notes from the Sceptred Isle-john
The French make me despair. I was recently invited to
dinner by a French couple who often told me how good
my French is. If only they had invited some francophones
to the dinner, I know for a fact that I would have got along
with them much better than I do with Brits. As it was, they
felt it necessary to invite anglophones, including a Jewish
Queen's Counsel and a minor British UN officia1 and his frumpy wife.
The Jewish lawyer began the conversation
by suggesting that the British monarchy might
be on its last legs. I agreed. He then suggested
that the real evil lay in the existence of an hereditary aristocracy, which still had some
standing and was able to vote in the House of
Lords. What is more, he suggested that the
merchant banks of London favoured the aristocracy. So they do, but they are mostly still
run by Jews. I did not say this.
The Chosenite felt that the hereditary
peers should be done away with. The British
UN official then chipped in, saying that meritocracy was the only acceptable kind of social
system. I said that any real meritocracy must,
within a couple of generations, result in the
most stable and stratified social system the
world had ever seen. That is why liberals
have introduced the concept of "reverse discrimination" so that the "disadvantaged" could
get a head start over the "un-disadvantaged."
My words put the cat among the pigeons.
The Jewish guest, being cleverer than the U N
upstart, said nothing at this stage. Turning to
him I commented: "Of course, you realise
that 70% of the British people still want to
preserve the monarchy. It is the media and
the special interest groups that have already
decided at last to cut the monarchy down to
size. The British people don't want a bicycling monarchy in the Scandinavian style.
They would rather have no monarchy at all."
He agreed.
The UN official then suggested that the
British Conservative Party was about to fall
apart. He was gleeful. So was I-much to his
chagrin. He asked why I felt that way. I said
that nowadays the whole trend was towards
anarchism. The new Class War movement
was a good case in point. It didn't want Marxism or Keynesianism. It just wanted to destroy
the system. The U N apparatchik replied in an
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injured tone: "I can't imagine why anyone should be happy about the whole system breaking down. It would only
hurt the interests of the majority." "The system is bankrupt," I opined. "That is why governments are trying to
create larger entities like NAFTA or the EU or whatever, so
that they can pass their debts onto a higher level." The UN
apparatchik, drawing a deep breath, said,
"If that is supposed to be true, why haven't
I ever heard any of our economists suggesting it?" "Perhaps because they are divorced
from reality," I replied. "After all, the UN is
not a going economic concern. It is entirely
dependent on handouts from its members,
especially the United States." If looks could
have killed, his dark scowl would have
killed me on the spot.
The Jewish barrister then intervened. He
admitted there might well be something in
what I said, but that the situation was by no
means as serious. He was sure we would all
muddle through. I disagreed, saying that the
load of debt inevitably becomes greater
with every year of deficit. Sooner or later,
the system must collapse. This would lead
to a revolution directed by the very politicians who had put us in an impossible position. This time the same trick would not
work. We would have to devise a scheme
whereby governments issued their own currency, and the national debt became a national asset. The UN official interrupted to
say that he had never heard of any such
idea. The member of the Chosen, who now
began to see I was definitely the enemy,
wanted to know exactly who I was and
what. l represented. He had given up arguing and had turned to the usual tactics of
intimidation.
Game and set to me. I am sure my
French hosts agreed with me every step of
the way. They were only concerned that the
apparatchik and the Jewish gentleman did
not feel their feathers had been ruffled. I
spent the next 20 minutes being nice to the
wife of the apparatchik, a school teacher,
who was very ready to be charmed. She
and I parted on the best of terms. I fear that
she and her husband were not quite so amicable after I left when they were alone together again.

Report from the Darken,ing Tip
Diary of an Afrikaner
July2: Nelson Mandela told a deputation of Afrikaners
that he felt as strongly about his mother tongue, Xhosa, as
they do about Afrikaans. He said that a practical balance
must be found to ensure respect for all of South Africa's 14
languages.
July 3: The second largest of the three main Afrikaner
churches has decided not to scrap the concept
of all-white congregations.
July 7: By granting the possibility of a
referendum for Afrikaners, Mandela has at
least acknowledged that we are a nation.
July 8: Approximately 1.5 mill ion people,
nearly all of them blacks, enter South Africa
legally every year over the Beit Bridge from Zimbabwe. Uncounted tens of thousands do so illegally.
July 9: South Africa's part-time fighting men are in
an uproar over a Defence Force nationalization programme that may involve scrapping many of the country's oldest and finest army units.
July 10: All is not well in the National Party. Internal
tensions are on the increase. Former President de Klerk
has stated that the NP is battling to position itself as an opposition party, while at the same time acting as part of the
government.
July I1: The African National Congress in Kwazulu/
Natal is proposing that Nuremberg-type Trials be held and
death penalties prescribed for those guilty of the "misdeeds" of apartheid.
July 19: Dr. Ferdie Hartzenberg, leader of the Conservative Party, commented favorably on Mandela's proposal
that Afrikaners hold a referendum on the question of establishing an Afrikaner People's Republic.
July 21: In a leading article, the Citizen stated, "In a
small country like ours, we do not think having 40 casinos
is justified or desirable-and having 13 of them in Guateng (Johannesburg,Witwatersrand, Pretoria and surrounding areas) is excessive."
July 28: Interior Minister Mangosutho Buthelezi, de
facto leader of the 7 million Zulus in Natal, has stated outright that his lnkhatha Freedom Party does not regard itself
as bound by any constitution forced upon it. He said his
party will enlarge its power base in order to write a constitution for Natal that would achieve self-determination for
the Zulus.
July29: The Mandela government is in the throes of its
first fundamental crisis. In the Eastern Cape Province the
necessary funds for school meals are no longer available.
A somewhat similar situation is developing in the East
Rand (Transvaal).

July 30: Water restrictions will have to be imposed on
the residents of Pretoria.
July 31: The ANC-dominated government is finding the
hard realities of international life do not allow South Africa
to indulge in friendships and deals that upset trading partners, particularly the United States. South Africa is in a
quandary about its growing ties with Cuba, whose
leader, Fidel Castro, attended Mandelafs inauguration. The ANC, sticking to the friends---Cuba
was one-that
backed it during its struggle
against apartheid, continues to lend support to and maintain good relations with
several countries embargoed by the U.S.
The Current Situation
*Schools, technical institutions and universities are now more racially mixed than before. Some
violence accompanied the transition, but things are
quiet for the nonce.
*Residential areas are still very much what they were.
Hospitals have problems, but there is no collapse or disintegration of medical services.
*In the farm lands everything is very much what it was
in the past.
*The same can be said for the army and air force,
though the police have been forced to absorb many
blacks.
*For the most part whites are still largely in control.
*Mandela, from the beginning of his presidency, has
been careful not to rock the boat, a tactic applauded by
the whites but derided by many radical members of the
African National Congress.
*The takeover by Mandela and the ANC can by no
means be considered a revolution. The old order has
changed, but it has not fallen apart. Many whites are
pleasantly surprised that the nightmare they had expected
has not materialized. As a result, large numbers of whites
are at least temporarily well disposed towards Mandela
and his government.

Demographics (1991)
Asians
Coloureds
Whites*
Blacks
Total

1,000,000
3,250,000
5,060,000
2 8,500,000
37,810,000

*Including 2,727,677 Afrikaans
speakers
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Canada. Those who want to know
more about the trials and tribulations of
Ernst Zundel, the most persecuted Holocaust critic of modern times, should read
The Great Holocaust Trial, by Michael A.
Hoffman II. The drama of Zundel's fight
for free speech in censor-ridden countries
like Canada and Germany is thoroughly
explored, especially his confrontations
with the Canadian legal system (two
trials) and his stints in German and Canadian jails. To people who have watched
his indefatigable resistance to the Jewish
and liberal hound dogs who have subjeaed him to every dirty political and legal
trick in the book, Zundel is the rare individual who puts his life on the line for his
ideas. Order The Great Holocaust Trial,
144 pages, illustrated, $12.95 plus $2.50
shipping and handling, from Independent
History and Research, P.O. Box 669, Libby,
MT 59923.
A few months back, Zundel's house,
the Canadian press joyfully reported, was
burned almost to the ground. In a couple
of fortnights with the help of some devoted followers he managed to put most of i t
back together. To celebrate the occasion
in traditional German style, he hoisted a
Richtfestbaum, a sort of Christmas tree
with decorative streamers, to the rooftop.
The crew then assembled for a festive
meal with beer all around-and around.
The ceremony i s supposed to bring luck
to the owner and ward off evil spirits, of
which there are all too many in presentday Canada.
Ziindel now has a site on the World
Wide Web. He can be reached, at least
for the nonce, at http://www.webcom.
corn/-ezundel/english/ How long he will
be able to stay in the Web is anybody's
guess. Free speech has a rather short halflife for Holocaust revisionists, even in the
most "democratic" democracies.
Victor Ostrovsky, a Canadian Jew and
onetime Mossad member, who "dassn't"
return to Israel where he faces a 30-year
sentence for treason, showed up on CSPAN in mid-September. He recounted
how Mossad manages to get local Jews in
every country in which it operates to do
its dirty work, work that includes assassination. On Canadian radio, one Yosef
Lapid, an Israeli newsman, came right out
and unabashedly stated that Mossad
agents shouldn't kill Ostrovsky, but "a decent Jew in Canada should do it instead."
Lapid, of course, was not arrested for this
criminal appeal to murder, though several
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Canadian right-wingers are languishing in
jail merely for criticizing Lapid's racial
cousins. In his C-SPAN spiel, which was
hosted by the Barnes Review, Ostrovsky
said all the right things. But still. . .
Britain. A Jewish lawyer of Lithuanian
origin, Malcolm Rifkind, is now bossman
of the British Foreign Office, which, quite
unjustifiably, has long been considered
"Arabist."
A review in the Jewish Chronicle
(March 31, 1995) of the book, The Enemy
Within: The Rise and Fall of the British
Communist Party, by Francis Beckett,
states bluntly that "50 Jewish businessmen and industrialists" were a principal
source of financing for the Communist
Party in the 1930s. The moneybags formed a secret section of the CP known as
the "commercial branch."
Muggings are getting so numerous in
Britain that Sir Paul Condon, Metropolitan Police Commissioner, decided to
speak out on the subject knowing full well
that he would evoke a storm of protest
from the anti-racist racist crowd. Condon
reported that muggings now total 23,000
a year in London, a sharp rise from an annual 13,000 five years ago. Four-fifths of
the victims identified young blacks as
their assaulters. As black and civil rights
leaders raged, the Police Federation and
even one or two Cabinet ministers had
the backbone to back up Condon.
Would that U.S. megalopolitan police
chiefs were equally honest in reporting
crime and made public, not just the number of muggings, but the muggers' race.
One reason for the silence is that all too
many of the chiefs are themselves black.
British Jews are chortling. The first
British citizen has been arrested and
charged with war crimes under the 1991
War Crimes Act. The fall guy is 84-yearold Szymon Serafinowicz, a retired carpenter, charged with murdering a wildly
exaggerated number of Jews 54 years ago
in Nazi-occupied Byelorussia (now BelarUS). Several other old men are expected
to be charged with similar crimes, even
though Parliament has now stopped funding such witch-hunts. British justice used
to be considered the world's fairest. Now,
thanks to unremitting Jewish pressure,
Brits have been forced to join the paranoid, vengeance-seeking mob that never
forgets, never forgives and never ceases

hounding alleged anti-Semitcs with a fury
that would evokc the admiration of Alecto,
Tisiphony and Megaera.
Chief prosecution witness in the trial
is expected to be Oswald Rufeifen; who
lived with Serafinowiu's family during
WWll and was later exposed as a Jew
posing as a German. Incredibly, but perhaps not so incredibly when Holocaust
matters are concerned, Rufeifen is now a
Carmelite monk living in Israel.
Martin Gilbert, author of a fawning biography of Winston Churchill, has become the "court Jew" of Prime Minister
John Major, who probably expects an
equally adulatory bio as a reward.
Germany. People who like to say what
they think would be well advised to stay
far away from the police state of Germany that calls itself a democracy. One iota
of doubt about the Holocaust will land
you in jail before you can say Elie Wiesel.
Several German citizens who had misgivings about Shoahbiz and had the temerity
to-express these misgivings, are now behind bars, where they have recently been
joined by two American citizens: Gerhard
Lauck of Lincoln (NE) and Hans Schmidt
of Pensacola (FL).
Lauck made a name for himself as an
unreconstructed latter-day National Socialist, for which he earned the title of
Farm-Belt Fuhrer. He sent material to Germany that i s illegal there but still legal
(barely so) in the U.S. He was delivered
to the German mind-benders after being
"detained" in Denmark. Hans Schmidt, a
German-born U.S. citizen who has been
churning out a revisionist-type newsletter
for several years, was arrested while boarding a U.S.-bound plane at the Frankfurt
airport.
Individuals like Lauck and Schmidt,
who sincerely believe they are speaking
the truth, often end up in a jail or gulag
for their pains. So in a sense the truth, or
'at least their truth, is locked up with them.
But truth is not intimidated by bars and
has the habit of escaping its jailers. It
would be interesting to come back in a
thousand years and check out the Holocaust tale. Will it have become even more
of a social dogma, a sacred text, than it is
today? Or will it have shrunk to a footnote in an encyclopedia of mass delusions?
While Germany steps up its laws
against inciting racial hatred, the German
National Tourist Office in New York City
was discovered to have pursued a policy
of not encouraging "blacks, Jews, Hispanics
and Asiatics" to visit Germany. The head
of the tourist office, Urich Geisendorfer,

was fired for his grievous sins, but that
was not the end of the affair. Some of the
hired help are suing for $15 million,
charging sexual and racial discrimination.
Even worse, one employee was caught
passing out anti-Holocaust flyers.
On a recent visit to Israel, Ricardo
Eichmann okayed the execution of his father, Adolf Eichmann, the so-called "architect of the Holocaust," who went to
the gallows after being kidnapped from
Argentina. It goes without saying, none of
the kidnappers was ever charged with a
crime.
In 1987, Niklas Frank, the son of
Hans Frank, the Nazi governor of Poland,
wrote a book, Der Vater, in which he said
his old man, who died at the end of a
rope like Eichmann, "was executed justly
. . . . He deserved to die. I am happy he
was hanged. He could have come out of
prison and poisoned my mind." Last summer in Vienna, Niklas put on a stage version of Der Vater in collaboration with
Joshua Sobel, an Israeli. While the play
was in rehearsal, Niklas exuded, "It gives
me unbelievable pleasure that Joshua
Sobel, who is a Jew, and I, have the opportunity to re-execute my father." In the
1946 real-life execution of Hans Frank,
his body writhed for 20 minutes in the
hangman's noose, a death ghoulishly reproduced in the play. Unfazed by all his
patricidal attitudes, Niklas i s now working on a film version.
Ricardo and Niklas are not the first sons
who cheered the death of their fathers.
Oedipus and the Menendez brothers did
much more than cheer. But Ricardo and
Niklas are not off the hook. As the old
saw puts it, the thought is as guilty as the
deed.
Bosnia. The media and President Clinton want us to believe that NATO i s doing the bombing in Bosnia and the U.S. is
just one of the players. As everybody but
the American public knows, U.S. warplanes are practically monopolizing the
rain of explosives. It almost seems at
times that the U.S. military is using Serb
areas in Bosnia as a practice firing range.
The claim that only military targets are
being hit i s the usual hogwash.
What on earth are we doing in Bosnia? Why are we killing and wounding
Bosnian Serbs, even while they cower in
their apartment houses? No real answers
are coming out of Washington. Just platitudes. It will be months or years before
we get the true number of casualties. It
will be decades, even centuries, before
the U.S. will be forgiven for this bloody
intervention in a war that may be won for

a time by cruise missiles, but which will
eventually be settled by the people who
live in what was once known as Yugoslavia.
One of the greatest and most enduring
conflicts in world history was the Muslim
assault on Europe. In the southwest they
conquered most of Spain and reached as
far nbrth as Tours in France. In the southeast they fought their way to the gates of
Vienna. Today, President Clinton and
most of the West are actively aiding the
Bosnian Muslims to hold on to one of the
last remnants of the Islamic assault on
Christian Europe. In the Balkans our socalled leaders are not only betraying their
race, but their religion as well.
At the same time, Clinton and his metooers are ignorantly working to prop up
Russian nationalism, to reinstitute the Cold
War and to pump up a new surge of
19th-century Pan-Slavism. The Russians
are angry at the bombing of their Slav
brothers, the Serbs. They are seething about
NATO threats to extend east to the Russian border by incorporating Poland and
other Eastern European states in its ranks.
The White House seems to ignore that
Serbs are pretty tough customers. Rather
than give in to Hitler, they took to the hills.
They may bow or pretend to bow to U.S.
intervention and high-tech weaponryand to the Kissinger-esque flitting back
and forth of the half-Jewish State Dept.
flunky, Richard Holbrooke, from Belgrade
to ~arajevo to Zagreb to GenevaAut
they won't genuflect forever.
In one sense President Clinton is willynilly turning out to be the most isolationist president since George Washington.
Most of the Islamic world hates America
for its support of Israel. China dislikes i t
because of the U.S. propensity for mixing
in Beijing's domestic politics and its
friendliness with Taiwan. Japan is nursing
its anti-American animus because of the
ongoing trade problems. Most Latin Arnericans still consider the U.S. a country of
domineering gringos. India hates America
for its Coca-Cola imperialism. Russia, as
explained previously, is almost being forced to become anti-American.
It is increasingly difficult to intervene
everywhere if you are liked nowhere. A
world quarantine of the U.S. might finally
bring its ruling elite to its senses and force
it to stop butting into other people's
business. Such a quarantine might impel
the powers-that-be to put-at long lastdomestic affairs above foreign affairs.
Russia. Reserve lsraeli Army officers run
the International Security Service that supervises the operation of the bodyguards,
most of them ex-KGB spooks, who provide protection for foreign businessmen

visiting Russian cities. Top Russian security
personnel attend security seminars in Israel. EMI, another lsraeli company, has
set up a sophisticated security system for
a cluster of expensive villas owned by
"new Russians" on the outskirts of Moscow. But the lsraeli companies only provide security up to a point. They advise
their clients to continue to pay "their customary bribes" to the Russian mafia.
Ukraine. Yukhim Zviahilskiy, onetime
acting president of this former.Soviet republic, flew off to Israel after being accused of stealing $25 million, part of the
money accumulated by selling 200,000
gallo& of scarce jet fuel to a foreign company. Although the Ukrainian government
seeks his extradition from Israel, it is not
pushing too hard for fear of jeopardizing
relations with Jewish communities worldwide. Jews comprise 480,000 (9%) of the
52 million Ukrainians.
Romania. How many words has Dan
Rather.and the editors of the N.Y. Times
devoted to the Holocaust of 70,000
Translyvanian Germans who were herded
into cattle cars in 1945 and taken on a
36-day trip to some of the bleakest parts
of Siberia?After they arrived there, some
15,000 died from too much work and too
little food. Before WWII, there were
800,000 German speakers in Romania,
most of whose ancestors had lived there
since the 12th century. Today there are
less than 119,000.
Israel. On Sept. 10, Jewish settlers assaulted a Palestinian girls school in Hebron, beating up the headmistress and injuring at least four students. Hebron is the
West Bank city where Baruch Goldstein,
now a revered Zionist hero, massacred 29
Arabs last year while they were praying in
a mosque. Hebron is home to 400 Jews
and 100,000 Palestinians.

Rabbis in the town of Bnei Brak have
ruled that women must sit at the back of
public buses for the sake of "modesty and
purity."
lsraeli authorities announced that the
recent shelling of south Lebanon which
killed two Arab girls was a mistake.
For half a century the world has had
war crimes dinned into its ears. Only recently have we heard about lsraeli war
crimes. Zionist generals have now admitted that 49 Egyptian prisoners were
mowed down by lsraeli troops in the
1956 war and that 1,000 Egyptian P.0.W.s
were massacred in the 1967 war. Are we
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to have a Nuremberg trial of the Israeli officers responsible for these atrocities? Not
bloody likely! Hearken to Prime Minister
Rabin's muted remarks: "It is to no one's
interest to raise this issue. . . .No useful
purpose can be solved by retelling the
events of the past." This from the leader
of a people who thrive on (and greatly
profit from) memory. As Zip 324 writes:
I wonder how many Israeli "war criminals" will be extradited to Egypt to stand
trial and eventually be hanged for their
crimes?. . .If some former German general
now living in Argentina admitted publicly
that he murdered 49 Jews, would Israel and
AIPAC shrug it off as Rabin did?
Chief Rabbi Eliahu Bakshi-Doron
has promulgated an edict that 24 Jews
with mentally disturbed wives or wives
who have gone abroad, committed adultery or cannot be located may have second wives, in line with the Old Testament
injunction that permits men to have multiple mates, but restricts women to one
husband.
Benin. A special 44-page UN report
contains the interesting, if totally false,
proposition that during the 1980s dozens
of black women were lynched in the U.S.
Other dozens of blacks of both genders,
the report continues, were kidnapped by
Ku Klux Klan-types who "hunted them for
fun." The author of this ridiculous slander
is UN Special Rapporteur Maurice GleleAhanhanzo, a denizen of the pathological,
paleolithic West African polity known as
Benin.
Australia. From a subscriber. Our philosophy is one of moral racialism, based
on the ~ositivemotivation of love of
one's o d n race and ideals, rather than a
hatred of others. The true racialist respects the different races and wants them
to survive. The liberal race-mixer, on the
other hand, i s a race destroyer. Our group
has a monthly award for Racial Renegades. Our only dilemma has been
choosing a winner from so many candidates. Indeed, white race denial i s now a
prerequisite for advancement in the media, education and politics. Inglorious
feather-recipients include Gareth Evans,
our Foreign Minister, who wishes to see
Australia turn "a khaki colour;" our Governor-General Bill Hayden, who has
called for a Eurasian Society in which
whites are eliminated by intermarriage;
and former Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser,
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who yearns for mass Asian immigration.
(Fraser was discovered sans trousers in
the wee hours in a seedy section of a
Southern U.S. city a few years back.)
Returning from a trip to the U.S., one
of our leading Jewish elders, Isi Liebler,
said he was amazed at the influence the
Jewish community has in America.
When the President of the U.S. can
stand in front of an Israeli flag and announce a trade boycott of Iran in honour of
the World Jewish Congress leader, Edgar
Bronfman, we are near the period of Mashiah [presumably supremacy].
Liebler went on to utter a racial lament about the number of Jews in Congress with non-Jewish spouses. "All the
power in the world cannot counteract this
very real crisis we are going through. The
real problem facing world Jewry more
than any other i s to ensure that our children remain Jewish."
As the campaign to pass a racial vilification law that would outlaw any objective discussion of the Holocaust heats up,
what might be called an exceedingly
well-timed event took place in Adelaide,
where more than 60 Jewish graves were
desecrated. As usual in such cases, the
culprits were not found. After the press
drummed up a high-decibel hate campaign against what it called the haters,
the chances of the passage of the "hate
law" were greatly improved. Instauration's
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standard raponso to such happenings is,
"Cui bono?" (Speaking of hatred, who
hates thc most, those accused of hating or
those who make a profession of hating
those accused of hating?)
A prize-winning Australian novel, The
Hand That Signed the Paper, by Helen
Demidenko, has been put on the "not-toread" list by the Australian media because it makes a Ukrainian family heroic
and turns Jewish Communists into villains. The plot violated what has long become the first commandment of modern
Western literature. Jews can only be portrayed as victims, never as victimizers.
China. Much newspaper space has
been lavished on Henry Wu, the ChineseAmerican human rights activist, who was
finally released from arrest in China and
allowed to return to the U.S. Very little, if
any, space was given to an interview on
Israel Radio, in which Wu denounced the
Zionist state for wheeling and dealing
with China. "This is very troublesome," he
said. "I know that Israel's military experts
are right now in China working very hard
with the Chinese military." U.S. relations
with China being rather shaky because of
disputes about human rights, Israelis have
been making hay instructing the Chinese
in the use of high-tech weaponry, which
may one day help give birth to a huge
Red/Yellow Empire encompassing all of
East Asia.
Incidentally, the U.S. moved heaven
and earth to get the Chinese to release
Wu. Will the White House exert as much
effort to get Germany to free Gerhard
Lauck and Hans Schmidt from prison?

